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Abstract 

The main purpose of this thesis is to develop a 3D beam element in order to model 
wind turbine wings made of composite materials.  

The proposed element is partly based on the formulation of the classical beam 
element of constant cross-section without shear deformation (Euler-Bernoulli) and 
including Saint-Venant torsional effects for isotropic materials, similarly to the one 
presented in Batoz & Dhatt (1990, pp.147-190). The main novelty consists in the 
addition of the coupling between axial and bending with torsional effects that may 
arise when using composite materials.  

PreComp, a free access code developed by the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) to provide structural properties for composite blades, is used to 
obtain the section properties for the beam element. Its performance is assessed, 
showing its inaccuracy especially when calculating torsional related constants when 
webs are present in the cross-section. 

Shell models of constant cross-section cantilever blades are developed to assess the 
performance of the beam elements, including or not coupling terms. Natural 
frequencies and displacements under static loads are compared for different study 
cases of increasing complexity. For fiber-reinforced materials, elements with coupling 
terms show good agreement with the shell model, especially for the dynamic 
problem. Elements without coupling terms are unable to capture the dynamic 
behavior, as these terms seem to have a higher effect on the results when compared 
to the static case (especially the FT term).   

Keywords: Composite Materials; Wing Turbine Blade; 3D Beam Elements; Coupling 
Effects; Torsion; PreComp. 
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1  
 
Introduction 

1.1 General 

Wind turbines have grown from less than 100 kW machines to 5MW impressive high-
tech machines with a rotor diameter of up to 126 m within the last decades (see 
Figure 1.1). With the increasing size, wind turbines have also become more 
optimized with respect to structural dimensions and material usage (Larsen, 2005).  

The evolution of rotor and blade design is a balanced integration of economic, 
aerodynamic, structural, noise, and aesthetic considerations which, through trial and 
error, has converged to the market-driven, three-bladed composite rotor with 
horizontal-axis and upwind configuration (Tangler, 2000).  

The blades are generally regarded as the most critical component of the wind turbine 
system. Structural design requirements, such as minimum blade tip clearance limit, 
strain limits along the fiber direction, surface stress limit, and fatigue life time over 20 
years, are specified by the design requirements of the IEC 61400-1 international 
specification and the Germanischer-Lloyd regulations. Often, the fatigue requirement 
drives the design because wind turbines must have an operation life over 20 years to 
be cost effective (Kong, et al., 2005).  

For a given blade strength and stiffness, the blade should be as light as possible to 
minimize inertial and gyroscopic loads, which contribute to fatigue. Blades made from 

Chapter 
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steel and aluminium suffer from excessive weight and low fatigue life relative to 
modern composites. Because of these limitations, almost all blades in the last 
decades are fabricated from composite materials (Tangler, 2000).  

 

Figure 1.1: Bonus Energy 30 kW from 1980 (left) and Row of Bonus Energy 2.3 MW 
at Rødsand wind farm (right) (Larsen, 2005). 

1.2 Fiber Reinforced Composite Materials 

According to Kaw (2006, p.2), a composite can be defined as ‘a structural material 
that consists of two or more combined constituents that are combined at a 
macroscopic level and are not soluble in each other. One constituent is called the 
reinforcing phase and the one in which it is embedded is called the matrix. The 
reinforcing phase material may be in the form of fibers, particles, or flakes. The 
matrix phase materials are generally continuous’.  

Examples of composite systems include concrete reinforced with steel and epoxy 
reinforced with graphite fibers (Kaw, 2006). 
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Fiber-reinforced (FR) composite materials, according to Voyiadjis & Kattan (2005, 
p.1), ‘are usually composed of brittle fibers and a ductile matrix. The geometry is in 
the form of a laminate which consists of several parallel layers where each layer is 
called a lamina. This type of construction gives the material more strength and less 
weight’. 

FR composite materials have gained popularity in high-performance products that 
need to be lightweight, yet strong enough to take harsh loading conditions such as 
aerospace components (tails, wings, fuselages, propellers), boat hulls and even 
racing car bodies (see Figure 1.2) (Wikipedia, 2012). 

 

Figure 1.2: McLaren MP4/1 from 1981, the first carbon fibre reinforced composite F1 
chassis. 

The wind energy industry is no stranger to such developments (see Figure 1.3). As 
already discussed in Section 1.1, composite materials are the main material used 
nowadays for wind turbine blades due to its lighter weight and hence reduced inertia 
loads and extended fatigue life of the blade.  
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Figure 1.3: FRP blades of Vestas wind turbines in Germany. 

Under classical beam theory, when an isotropic beam is subjected to tension or 
bending, the cross sections remain plane, while under torsion cross sections may 
warp. The tension, bending and torsional effects are uncoupled. 

For thin-walled composite beams, the cross section may warp under pure tension or 
pure bending (Kollár & Pluzsik, 2012). This phenomenon is due to the use of an 
unbalanced layup of composite laminates, which may lead up to coupling between 
axial and bending with torsional effects (Bir, 2005). Obviously, these effects cannot 
be predicted by the classical beam theory. 

This coupling can actually be a desired effect, as the implementation of bending-
torsion coupling of a composite blade provides passive pitch-control. Since most of 
the modern wind turbine blades are constructed of Fibre Reinforced Plastics (FRPs), 
one can take advantage of the anisotropic mechanical properties of such a 
composite structure (de Goeij, et al., 1999). 

1.3 Modelling 

Full finite element (FE) models or simplified multi-body formulations are usually used 
to study the dynamic behaviour of wind turbines.  
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Due to the geometric complexity of the blades and the extended use of composite 
materials, FE have traditionally been used in the modelling of wind turbine blades. 
This type of simulation usually predicts the global stiffness and stresses with a good 
accuracy and a relatively simple shell model can be used for representing the global 
behaviour (Jensen, et al., 2006). Nevertheless, although FE can be appropriate for a 
fixed configuration analysis, the use of this numerical tool during the whole design 
process is very laborious (Fernandes da Silva, et al., 2011) and shell elements 
require great computational efforts for non-linear time domain analyses. Moreover, it 
is an analysis tool, rather than a design tool. In addition, for preliminary design, in 
which large safety factors account for uncertainties, a full FE approach is probably 
not wanted (Bir & Migliore, 2004). 

Alternatively, multi-body formulations can be employed to calculate the natural 
frequencies of a rotating beam. Mechanical systems can be modelled as constrained 
multi-body systems that consist of rigid and flexible bodies, joints, springs, dampers, 
forces and so on (Park, et al., 2010). The geometry and deformations of the blades 
are considered only in an approximate way and such an approach does not give 
accurate estimations of frequencies and stresses in the blades, which is essential, 
e.g. for fatigue analyses.  

In the above formulation, for reasons of simplicity and due to its slender geometry, 
wind turbine blades can be modelled as elastic beams with kinematic assumptions 
consistent with the Timoshenko beam theory. Additionally, the Classical Lamination 
Theory can be used to account for the different stiffness of each laminate (Fernandes 
da Silva, et al., 2011). Actually, considering the length to chord and length to 
thickness ratios in wind turbine blades, the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory may be 
applied (Larsen, 2005) and warping stresses are usually neglected justified by the 
fact that the blades are structures with closed cross sections (Larsen, et al., 2002). 

The above approach usually analyses the elastic problem without considering the 
coupling between the axial and bending with torsional effects due to the use of 
composite materials, leading to not accurate enough results. 
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1.4 Aims and Scope 

The main purpose of this thesis is to develop a 3D beam element in order to model 
wind turbine blades that includes the coupling effects that may arise when using 
fiber-reinforced (FR) materials. 

For slender, closed-section blades, warping and shear effects may be negligible (Bir 
& Migliore, 2004), hence Euler-Bernoulli beam theory including Saint-Venant 
torsional effects is applied to the proposed element. 

The coupling between axial and bending with torsion effects is considered through 
the inclusion of the flap-torsion, lag-torsion and axial-torsion terms in the element 
stiffness matrix, as presented in Chapter 2. 

Different cases of 30 m long cantilevering blades with constant cross-section and 
uniform wall-thickness are modelled with the proposed element implemented in 
MATLAB. PreComp, a free access code developed by the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL), is used to obtain sectional properties for the composite 
beam element. 

Analogous shell models are developed using ABAQUS. Displacements under 
different cases of static point loads and natural frequencies are obtained in order to 
assess the performance of the beam element and to study the importance of its 
coupling terms. This is done in a step-by-step fashion with increasing complexity 
regarding materials (from isotropic single material to multiple FR materials) and 
geometry (inclusion of webs). See Chapter 3 for an overview on the applied 
methodology and Chapter 4 to Chapter 7 for the numerical cases.  

The accuracy of PreComp is also assessed. For the examples with isotropic 
material, the cross-section properties are also calculated using ABAQUS. 

Finally, in Chapter 8, conclusions from the studied cases are derived and 
suggestions for further research are given. 
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3D Beam Elements 

In this section, the stiffness and mass matrices for the proposed 3D beam element 
are derived. 

The proposed element is similar to the one presented in Batoz & Dhatt (1990, 
pp.147-190): 2 nodes with 6 degrees of freedom (dof) per node, constant cross-
section, without shear deformation and including Saint-Venant torsional effects.  

The main novelty consists in the addition of the coupling between axial and bending 
with torsional effects that may arise when using an unbalanced layup of laminates. 
These effects are included by considering the flap-torsion, lag-torsion and axial-
torsion cross-stiffness properties in the stiffness matrix.  

Hermite interpolation is used to obtain the stiffness and mass matrices. 

A copy of the proposed element stiffness and mass matrices implemented on 
MATLAB can be found in Appendix A.1. 

2.1 Reference Systems 

Three different cartesian reference systems are mainly used (see Figure 2.1 and 
Figure 2.2): 

 Global reference system {O, X-X, Y-Y, Z-Z} 

Chapter 
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 Local reference system for Stiffness Matrix {T, X’-X’, Y’-Y’, Z’-Z’}  
 Local reference system for Mass Matrix {G, X’’-X’’, Y*-Y*, Z*-Z*}  

The global axis X-X is chosen parallel to the beam axis. Axes Y-Y and Z-Z will define 
the cross section plane and, for the case of a blade, will generally correspond to the 
lagwise movement direction (or flapwise bending axis) and the flapwise one (or 
lagwise bending axis), which in general will not be principal bending directions.  

 

Figure 2.1: Suggested Global Reference System {O, Y-Y, Z-Z} for the blade cross 
section including definition of flapwise and lagwise bending axes. 

It is assumed that the cross section is constant along the element, i.e. the section 
properties will not vary along X-X axis.    

The local reference system for the Stiffness Matrix is parallel to the global one with 
origin at the Tension Center (T) of the cross-section (the X’-X’ axis will be the Neutral 
Axis). It can be noted that T is generally different from the Shear Center (C). 

The local reference system for the Mass Matrix is the result of translating the global 
system to the Gravity Center (G), obtaining the auxiliary system {G, X’’-X’’, Y’’-Y’’, Z’’-
Z’’}, and rotating this system with an angle  in order to obtain the mass inertia 
principal axes {Y*-Y*, Z*-Z*}. It must be noted that when working with more than one 
material in the cross-section, T and G generally do not coincide, as well as the 
principal bending and inertia axes orientation. 

The above reference systems are in accordance with the section properties that can 
be obtained from PreComp, which computes section stiffnesses in flap-lag axes and 
mass properties in principal inertia axes (see Section 3.3.2). 
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Figure 2.2: Beam kinematics for stiffness matrix (in red) and reference systems: 
global {O, X-X, Y-Y, Z-Z}, local for stiffness matrix {T, X’-X’, Y’-Y’, Z’-Z’} and local for 

mass matrix {G, X’’-X’’, Y*-Y*, Z*-Z*}. 

2.2 Kinematics 

Working in the global system {O, X-X, Y-Y, Z-Z}, by combining Saint-Venant and 
Timoshenko hypothesis, the following displacements field for a point Q of coordinates 
, ,  can be obtained 

, , , ,

, ,
, ,

  (2.1)

where kinematic variables are chosen in a way that allows to decouple the axial, 
bending and torsion effects for isotropic materials (see Batoz & Dhatt, 1990). 

See Figure 2.2 for an explanation of the variables included in the above equations. 
,  and  are the displacements of point Q, ( , ) are the coordinates of T, ( , 
) are the coordinates of C, ,  is the warping function and ,  is assumed 

constant. 
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The displacement field in Eq. (2.1) can be expressed in the local reference system 
{T, X’-X’, Y’-Y’, Z’-Z’}, obtaining 

′, ′, ′ ′ ′ ′, ′ ,

′, ′, ′ ′ ′
′, ′, ′ ′ ′

  (2.2)

where the apostrophe indicates that the quantity is related to such local system. As 
this system is parallel to the global one, displacements have the same values in both 
systems, so no apostrophe is needed.  

Considering the length to chord and length to thickness ratios in wind turbine blades, 
the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory may be applied with sufficient accuracy (Tangler, 
2000), hence ,  and ,  resulting in the deformations 

, ′ , ′ ,

2 , ′ ′ ,

2 , ′ ′ ,

 (2.3)

Again, as the local system is parallel to the global one, there is no need for the 
apostrophe for deformations or derivates of displacements. 

Working now in the local reference system for mass matrix {G, X’’-X’’, Y*-Y*, Z*-Z*}, by 
neglecting the axial displacement due to warping effects ( , ), Eq. (2.2) can be 
rewritten as  

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
  (2.4)

where (see Figure 2.3) the superscript * indicates that the quantity is related to such 
local system.  

As for this local system only the X’’-X’’ axis is parallel to the global X-X axis, only 
displacements or rotations along X-X, i.e. ,  and , will have the same values on 
both systems. All other displacements and rotations need to be expressed in the 
local system {G, Y*-Y*, Z*-Z*} as done above. 
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Figure 2.3: Beam kinematics (in red) and local reference systems for mass matrix. 

2.3 Internal Work and Resulting Internal Forces 

The internal work, considering that the only non-zero deformations are the ones in 
Eq. (2.3), reduces to expression 

2 2
	

 (2.5)

Internal forces (see Figure 2.4) can be defined as 

′ ′ ′ ′
		

′
		

; ′
		

 (2.6)

where  is the axial force applied in T,  is the torsional moment around axis X’-X’ 
and  and  are the bending moments around axes Y’-Y’ and Z’-Z’ respectively. 

By introducing Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.5) and considering Eq. (2.6), the internal work can 
be rewritten as a function of the internal forces and the generalized strains as 
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, , , ,

	

 (2.7.a)

̂  

̂ , , , ,  

 

(2.7.b)

 

 

Figure 2.4: Local reference system (in blue) and internal forces (in red). 

2.4 Behaviour Law 

2.4.1 Isotropic Materials 

For linear isotropic materials and composite materials with fibers oriented along the 
X-X axis and with  and  (transversely isotropic), the following 
constitutive relation can be written 

 (2.8.a)

0 0
0 0
0 0

2
2

 (2.8.b)

By introducing Eqs. (2.8) and (2.3) in Eq. (2.6), it is obtained 
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0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0

,

,

,

,

 (2.9.a)

̂  (2.9.b)

The following notation has been used: 

 		  is the axial rigidity. 
 , ′ ′ ′ ′ , ′ ′ ′

		  is the Saint-

Venant torsional rigidity. 
 ′

		   and  ′
		  are the bending stiffnesses around 

axes Y’-Y’ and Z’-Z’ at T. 
 ′ ′

		   is the coupled bending stiffness around axes Y’-Y’ and Z’-
Z’ at T, also referred as the coupled flap-lag bending stiffness. 

2.4.2 Composite Materials 

For composite materials with fibers not oriented along the X-X axis, the constitutive 
relation becomes (see Voyiadjis & Kattan, 2005)  

 (2.10.a)

2
2

 (2.10.b)

In a similar fashion as done in Section 2.4.1 for isotropic materials, it is obtained 

  

0 0

0
0

,

,

,

,

 (2.11.a)

̂  (2.11.b)

where the coupling between axial and bending with torsion effects is considered 
through the inclusion of the flap-torsion ( ), lag-torsion ( ) and axial-torsion ( ) 
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cross-stiffness. These terms represent the bending moment (flap and lag) and axial 
force contribution due to a unit torsional strain. 

It must be noted that all bending related stiffnesses are define for flap and lag 
bending axes at point T.  

In addition, no coupling between axial and bending is observed in Eq. (2.11). This is 
due to the way the kinematic variables were defined in Section 2.2, but such coupling 
will appear when all the kinematic variables are referred to a single common point. 

2.5 Element Stiffness Matrix in Local Axes 

In the case of isotropic materials, by introducing Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.7), the internal 
work can be written as 

̂
	

̂ ̂
	

, , , 2 , , ,

	

 
(2.12)

In the above expression, the axial effects ( , ), torsion ( , ) and bending ones ( ,  
and , ) are uncoupled. The only observed coupled effect is the one between 
bending around axes Y’-Y’ and Z’-Z’ (flap-lag bending coupling), due to the fact of not 
working in general in principal axes. 

Following a similar approach for composite materials, by introducing Eq. (2.11) into 
Eq. (2.7), the internal work can be written as  

̂
	

̂ ̂
	

, , , 2 , , ,

	

2 , , 2 , , 2 , ,  

(2.13)

The axial and bending effects are now coupled with the torsion, contrary to what was 
observed for the case of isotropic materials in Eq. (2.12). 
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Expression (2.12) and its equivalent one (2.13) for composite materials allow to 
define a 3D finite beam element with 2 nodes and 6 degrees of freedom at each 
node. Nodal displacements for an element from node 1 to node 2 are 

 (2.14)

The values of  and  along the element are linearly interpolated from nodal 
values. Due to Euler-Bernoulli theory, ,  and , , and thus cubic 
Hermite interpolation is used for  and , obtaining 

̂

1
0 0 0 0 0

1
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
1

0 0 0 0 0
1

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 

 ;  ;  

(2.15)

By introducing Eq. (2.15) into Eqs. (2.12) or (2.13), the internal work can be rewritten 
as a function of nodal values as 

̂ ̂
	

		

 
(2.16)

where  is the matrix in constitutive relation (2.9) for isotropic materials or in (2.11) 
for composite ones. 

The local element stiffness matrix  is then obtained as 

 (2.17)

After calculation, the local stiffness matrix for composite materials shown in Figure 
2.5 is obtained. The meaning of the different terms involved in  has already been 
discussed in Section 2.4 and is also summarized in Table 2.1.   
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
12 12

0
6 6
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12 12

0
6 6

0
12 12
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6 6
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12 12

0
6 6

0 0 0 0

0
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0
6 6 2 2

0
6 6 4 4

0
6 6 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
12 12

0
6 6

0
12 12

0
6 6

0
12 12

0
6 6

0
12 12

0
6 6

0 0 0 0

0
6 6 2 2

0
6 6 4 4

0
6 6 2 2

0
6 6 4 4

 

Figure 2.5: Element local stiffness matrix  for composite materials. 

Description Symbol 
Axial stiffness  EA 

Bending stiffness around Y’-Y’ axis (flapwise) at T EIy’ 
Bending stiffness around Z’-Z’ axis (lagwise) at T EIz’ 

Flap-Lag bending stiffness around Y’-Y’ and Z’-Z’ axes at T EIy’z’ 
Torsional stiffness GJ 

Coupled axial-torsion stiffness AT 
Coupled flap-torsion stiffness FT 
Coupled lag-torsion stiffness LT 

Element length L 

Table 2.1: Variables defining  for composite materials. 

It can be observed that the only zero terms in  for composites are the ones that 
couple axial with bending. As explained in Section 2.4.2, this is due to the way the 
kinematic variables were defined and such coupling becomes explicit when referring 
all kinematic variables to a single common point as will be done in Section 2.7. 
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2.6 Element Mass Matrix in Local Axes 

By considering the kinematic relations in Eq. (2.4), the external work of the inertia 
forces can be written as 

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
	

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  
(2.18.a)

 

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ∗ 0 0
0 0 ∗ 0 0
0 ∗ ∗ 0 0
0 0 0 0 ∗ 0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗

 

(2.18.b)

where a dynamic coupling between torsion and bending is observed, contrary to what 
was the case for the static problem with isotropic materials. 

The following notation has been used: 

 		  where  is the density. 
 ∗ ∗		   and  ∗ ∗		  are the bending inertias around principal 

axes Y*-Y* and Z*-Z*. 
 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗		 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗   

Nodal displacements and accelerations are 

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  
(2.19)

Using the same type of interpolation as for the element stiffness matrix (see Section 
2.5), the variables involved in Eq. (2.18.a) are obtained as 
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  ;   

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 

1  ;  ;  ;  

 ;  ; 1  ;  

(2.20)

By introducing Eq. (2.20) into Eq. (2.18.a), the external work of the inertia forces can 
now be written as a function of nodal values as 

	

 
(2.21) 

The local element mass matrix  is then obtained as 

 (2.22)

After calculation, the element mass matrix in Figure 2.6 is obtained. The definition of 
the different terms involved in  has already been discussed and is also 
summarized in Table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.6: Element local mass matrix . 

Description Symbol 
Section mass per unit length   

Bending inertia around principal Y*-Y* axis at G ∗  

Bending inertia around principal Z*-Z* axis at G ∗ 

Position of C referred to {G, Y*-Y*, Z*-Z*} ( ∗ , ∗) 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  

Element length L 

Table 2.2: Variables defining .  
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2.7 Assembling on a Global Reference System 

Before assembling the structure stiffness and mass matrices, the element matrices 
need to be expressed in the common global reference system {O, X-X, Y-Y, Z-Z} with 
all nodal variables referred to a common point, which in this case will be taken as O. 

For the stiffness matrix, Eq. (2.1) allows to obtain the displacements of point O which, 
after neglecting the axial displacement due to warping effects ( , ), leads to  

  (2.23)

This allows to express the nodal displacements at O as  

 

 

0
0

	; 	

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

 

(2.24)

The stiffness matrix in the global axes can now be obtained as 

 (2.25)

For the mass matrix, the relation between displacements in local systems {G, X’’-X’’, 
Y*-Y*, Z*-Z*} and {G, X’’-X’’, Y’’-Y’’, Z’’-Z’’} is given by      

∗

∗

∗

∗

  (2.26)

This allows to write 
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∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  

 

0
0

 

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 

(2.27)

Nodal displacements at O can now be obtained from  

 

0
0

	; 	

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 ′ 0 0
0 0 1 ′ 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

 
(2.28)

The mass matrix in global axes is calculated as 

 (2.29)

With both the stiffness and mass element matrices expressed for a common point O 
in a common global reference system {O, X-X, Y-Y, Z-Z} for all the elements, 
assembling of the global stiffness and mass matrices can be done in the usual way. 
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3  
 
Methodology 

Different cases of 30 m long cantilever blades with constant cross-section and 
uniform wall-thickness are modelled with ABAQUS shell elements and the proposed 
3D beam element implemented in MATLAB. PreComp, a free access pre-processor, 
is used to obtain sectional properties for the composite beam element. 

Displacements under different cases of static point loads and natural frequencies for 
both FEM approaches are obtained and compared. This is done in a step-by-step 
fashion with increasing complexity regarding the considered cross-section: 

 single isotropic material without webs (Chapter 4) 
 single isotropic material with webs (Chapter 5) 
 single fiber reinforced material without webs (Chapter 6) 
 multiple fiber reinforced materials with webs (Chapter 7) 

The accuracy of PreComp is also assessed. For the examples with isotropic 
material, the cross-section properties are also calculated using ABAQUS. 

3.1 General 

For all the studied cases, the cross sectional outer surface shape is that of the airfoil 
af8-9.inp file included in the PreComp sample files (see Appendix B.2 for coordinates 
normalized with respect to the chord length) with outer chord length of 1.68 m and 

Chapter 
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constant wall thickness of 18.381 mm. For the cases without webs, the cross-section 
is shown in Figure 3.1.  

 

Figure 3.1: Cross-section without webs. 

The cases with webs (see Figure 3.2) include two 39.75 mm thick vertical webs. 
Their center lines are at normalized distances with respect to the chord length of 0.15 
and 0.50 measured from the leading edge outer surface, i.e. at 0.252 and 0.84 m. 

 

Figure 3.2: Cross-section with webs. Center lines of webs in red. Dimensions in m. 

See Table 3.1 for a summary of the main geometrical properties of the blade. 

Property  Value 
Beam length [m]  30.00 

Outer chord length [m] 1.68 

Wall thickness [mm] 18.381 

Web thickness [mm] 39.75 

Table 3.1: Geometrical properties of the blade. 
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The global reference system {O, X-X, Y-Y, Z-Z} used throughout the following 
chapters is defined with axis X-X following the wall mid-surface leading edge from 
fixed to free end, axis Y-Y horizontal (i.e. flapwise bending axis)  from leading to 
trailing edge and axis Z-Z vertical (i.e. lagwise bending axis). This system is used to 
express loads and their consequent displacements (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). 

 

Figure 3.3: Global reference system (pure torsional load case for the ABAQUS model 
shown as example). Displayed surface represents mid-surface of beam walls. 

 

Figure 3.4: Cross-section wall outer, middle and inner surfaces for case without 
webs. Leading and trailing edge definition together with reference system. 

Static point loads act on the free end of the blade and are identical for all the studied 
cases. Loads are applied at the wall mid-surface leading edge (see Figure 3.5). 
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Displacements due to the considered loads will also be computed for the wall mid-
surface leading edge.    

 

Figure 3.5: Detail around leading edge of cross-section wall outer, middle and inner 
surfaces and point of load application (horizontal load case shown in blue as 

example) together with reference system.   

In particular, the pure torsional load case is applied through a force couple (100 N 
each load), one force acting at the wall mid-surface leading edge, as on the other 
cases, and the other on the trailing edge one (see Figure 3.6). The horizontal 
distance between the points of load application is 1.58 m.  

 

Figure 3.6: Detail around trailing edge of cross-section wall outer, middle and inner 
surfaces and point of load application for the case of pure torsion.   

A summary of the different static load cases can be found in Table 3.2. 

Wall mid surface 

Point of load 
application 

Wall mid surface 

Point of load application (wall mid-
surface leading edge) 

Y 

Z 
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Load description Value 
Axial force Fx [N]  1000 

Horizontal force Fy [N] 100 

Vertical force Fz [N] 100 

Torsional Moment Mx [Nm] 158 

Table 3.2: Static concentrated loads. 

In reality, loading tends to be distributed rather than concentrated, but concentrated 
loads were chosen for easy of treatment. In addition, point loads are used to simulate 
aerodynamic loads for full-size blade static loading tests (Kong, et al., 2005).  

3.2 Finite Element Model – Shell Elements 

3.2.1 Model configuration 

The model geometry is based on the mid-surface of the blade walls (see Figure 3.3 
and Figure 3.4) and webs (see Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8). These are extruded 30 m 
and represents the mid-surface for the shell elements. 

 

Figure 3.7: Cross-section outer, middle and inner surfaces for case with webs. 
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Figure 3.8: Cross-section mid-surface with webs to be extruded. 

Figure 3.9 shows the cross-section mid-surface together with the extent of the shell 
elements (shell elements are not shown but rather the space in the cross section that 
will be occupied by them).  

 

Figure 3.9: Cross-section mid-surface together with extent of shell elements. 

Attempts were made to define the geometry based on using the outer wall surface as 
top surface for the shell elements (see Figure 3.10) but results, especially regarding 
torsion, where less accurate when compared to the beam elements results. Figure 
3.10 suggests that the geometrical definition of the trailing edge when shell elements 
are based on the outer line as their top-surface is less realistic than the mid-surface 
definition option.  
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Figure 3.10: Detail of different shell elements geometrical definitions around trailing 
edge. Cross-section wall outer, middle and inner surfaces (top), shell elements based 
on middle line as elements mid-surface (middle) and shell elements based on outer 

line as elements top-surface (bottom). 

A 50 mm thick planar cap was added to the free end of the blade for all the studied 
cases. This element was modelled with no density, so it will not affect the dynamic 
calculations. The cap material was set to linear elastic with Young’s Modulus of 5000 
GPa and Poisson’s Ratio of 0.25. The purpose of the cap is to avoid local 
deformations around the areas of load application (i.e. to distribute the effect of 
concentrated loads over the whole cross section). In this way, a behaviour closer to 
beam theory, where plane sections remain plane, can be expected (the studied case 
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has a length to maximum cross sectional dimension ratio of 30/1.68, i.e. 17.9 approx. 
which exceeds the usually accepted value of 10 for beam theory).  

The analysis procedure is set to linear (section integration before analysis) and 
relevant constraints (clamped, aka encastre in ABAQUS) are applied as shown in 
Figure 3.3. The analysis was repeated for the different static load cases shown in 
Table 3.2 and for the natural frequencies (using Lanczos method available on 
ABAQUS) for different mesh sizes and element types in order to ensure convergence 
of the results. 

3.2.2 Shear Center 

The inability of PreComp to compute the position of the shear center (C) will be 
exposed throughout the following Chapters. This implies the need for an alternative 
procedure to estimate the coordinates of C for the proposed beam element. The 
following methods based on the shell models results are implemented.  

For cross-sections made of isotropic materials, an estimation of the position of C is 
obtained based on the coordinates of the node with minimum displacement 
magnitude for the free end section (planar cap) under pure torsional load. 

Although the d = 0.050 m mesh offers as good results as the d = 0.025 m regarding 
displacements, the denser mesh is used to estimate the position of C (denser mesh 
means higher probability that one of the mesh nodes is closer to the “real” position of 
C). These coordinates should be taken as approximate values. A better estimation of 
the position of the point of minimum displacement could be obtained by interpolation 
of nodal displacements. However, considering the degree of approximation of other 
sectional parameters as shown in the following chapters, this is not regarded as 
necessary. 

For fiber-reinforced (FR) materials, due to coupling between axial and bending with 
torsion, the coordinates of C in kinematic equations (2.1) are no longer the ones of 
the point with minimum displacement under pure torsional load. This implies that the 
above procedure for isotropic materials can no longer be applied to estimate the 
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position of C. In fact, there is still an on-going discussion about the meaningfulness of 
defining C for sections with anisotropic lay-up of composite materials (Bir, 2005).    

The coordinates of C to be used for the beam elements will instead be obtained by 
comparing the results obtained with the shell and the beam models under pure 
torsional load in the way explained below. 

Under pure torsion, for the beam elements, the coordinates of C ( , ) affect the 
translations along the Z-Z and Y-Y axis respectively without barely affecting the other 
displacements components. The coordinates of C are thus modified till less than 
2.5% difference between the shell and the beam models is achieved for the above 
translations of the studied point (considering the degree of approximation between 
both models, as can be seen in Section 6.4 and Section 7.4, there is no need to aim 
for smaller differences). 

3.3 Finite Element Model – 3D Beam Elements 

The studied cases are also modelled using the proposed 3D beam elements 
implemented on MATLAB.  

Table 3.3 together with the beam length, applied forces and number of elements 
defines the needed input data for the beam elements code. 

It must be noted that no specific set of units is required as long as units are 
consistent all along the input data. In addition, for the case of isotropic materials, the 
coupling terms (AT, FL and LT) are zero. 

For isotropic materials, cross-section properties are obtained in two different ways: 
using the meshed cross-section analysis capabilities of ABAQUS (only applicable for 
isotropic materials) and using the PreComp code. 

For FR materials, only PreComp can be used. 
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A copy of the proposed composite element implemented on a FEM code on MATLAB 
for the studied cantilever blade can be found in Appendix A.2 (section properties 
correspond to the case presented in Chapter 7). 

Description Symbol 
Axial stiffness  EA 

Bending stiffness around Y’-Y’ (flapwise) at T EIy’ 
Bending stiffness around Z’-Z’ (lagwise) at T EIz’ 
Flap-Lag bending stiffness around Y’-Z’ at T EIy’z’ 

Torsional stiffness GJ 
Coupled axial-torsion stiffness AT 
Coupled flap-torsion stiffness FT 
Coupled lag-torsion stiffness LT 

Position of T referred to {O, Y-Y, Z-Z} (yt, zt) 

Position of C referred to {O, Y-Y, Z-Z} (yc, zc) 

Position of G referred to {O, Y-Y, Z-Z} (yg, zg) 

Section mass per unit length  

Bending inertia around principal Y*-Y* axis at G ∗  

Bending inertia around principal Z*-Z* axis at G ∗ 

Orientation of principal inertia axes Y*-Y* and Z*-Z* measured 
counter clockwise from axes Y-Y and Z-Z 

αm [deg] 

Element length L 

Table 3.3: Needed Cross-Sectional properties for the 3D beam elements FEM code. 

3.3.1 Meshed Beam Cross-Sections 

ABAQUS allows to obtain cross sectional properties through meshing of isotropic 
cross-sections with special-purpose two-dimensional warping elements: WARP2D3 
(3-node triangular) and WARP2D4 (4-node quadrilateral), which have an out-of-plane 
warping displacement as the only degree of freedom.  

Table 3.4 shows some of the generated cross-section properties for an arbitrary 
assembly reference system {O, 1-1, 2-2}. With this information, all the section 
properties needed for the particular case of isotropic materials in Table 3.3 can be 
derived. 
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Description Symbol 
Axial stiffness  EA 

Bending Stiffness around 1-1 at T  EI11 
Cross-Bending stiffness around 1-2 at T EI12 

Bending stiffness around 2-2 at T EI22 
Torsional Stiffness GJ 

Position of T referred to {O, 1-1, 2-2} (t1, t2) 
Position of C referred to {O, 1-1, 2-2} (c1, c2) 

Position of G referred to {O, 1-1, 2-2} (g1, g2) 

Section mass per unit length  ρm 
Bending inertia around 1-1 at G ρ11 

Cross-Bending inertia around 1-2 at G ρ12 
Bending inertia around 2-2 at G ρ22 

Table 3.4: ABAQUS generated Cross-Sectional properties. 

The orientation of the principal inertia axes ( ) can be obtained by considering  

tan	 2
2

 (3.1)

Once α  is known, principal inertias can be obtained with 

∗

2 2
cos 2 sin 2

∗

2 2
cos 2 sin 2

 (3.2)

3.3.2 PreComp 

PreComp (Pre-Processor for Computing Composite Blade Properties) is a code 
developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to provide span-
variant structural properties for composite blades based on integrating a modified 
classic lamination theory with a shear-flow approach. The code, including samples of 
all needed input files, output files and manual, can be downloaded from the National 
Wind Technology Center website (NWTC, 2012).   
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Computed properties are shown in Table 3.5. These properties can be used as 
inputs for different aeroelastic codes such as FAST, ADAMS or BLADED as well as 
for the proposed beam elements.     

Properties Category Section Properties 
Direct stiffnesses Flap, lag, axial and torsion stiffnesses 

Cross-coupled 
stiffnesses 

Flap-twist, lag-twist, flap-lag, axial-twist, axial-flap and axial-lag 
stiffnesses 

Principal axes Orientation of principal axes for inertia 

Inertias Mass, mass moments of inertia about the principal axes 

Offsets Shear-center, center-of-mass, and tension-center 

Table 3.5: Blade structural properties computed by PreComp (Bir, 2005). 

Some of the cross-stiffness properties (flap-torsion, lag-torsion and axial-torsion) only 
arise if an anisotropic unbalanced layup of composite laminates is used. The rest of 
the cross-coupled stiffnesses can be explained with the regular beam theory for 
isotropic materials as follows: 

 Axial-flap and axial-lag: coupling of axial and bending due to axial forces 
applied at C. This term will become zero when T coincides with C. PreComp 
calculates these terms as the axial stiffness (EA) multiplied by the 
corresponding differences in coordinates between C and T. 

 Flap-lag: coupling of flap and lagwise bending due to transverse loads in 
general not coincident with principal bending directions. In other words, this is 
the cross-bending stiffness for the flap-lag wise directions, which becomes 
zero when the above directions are principal bending ones. 

PreComp requires that the blade external shape and the internal layup of composite 
laminates are described for inputs. The external shape is specified in terms of the 
chord, twist, and airfoil geometry variation along the blade. The internal structural 
layup is specified in terms of the laminates schedule, orientation of fibers in each 
laminate, and the laminate constituent properties. The code allows for a general 
layup of composite laminates, both spanwise and chordwise, and an arbitrary 
number of webs.  
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For detailed instructions on how to prepare input files (specify blade external 
geometry and internal structural layup of composite laminates), execute the code, 
interpret the output properties as well as detailed underlying assumptions, reference 
should be made to PreComp’s manual (Bir, 2005). 

Table 3.6 summarizes the PreComp generated cross-section properties for the 
reference system shown in Figure 3.11. With such information, the section properties 
needed according to Table 3.3 can be derived.  

Description Symbol 
Axial stiffness  EA 

Flap-Bending Stiffness around YE at E  EIf 
Cross-Bending stiffness around XE - YE at E EIfl 

Lag-Bending Stiffness around XE at E EIl 
Torsional Stiffness GJ 

Coupled axial-torsion stiffness AT 
Coupled flap-torsion stiffness around XE - YE FT 
Coupled lag-torsion stiffness around XE - YE LT 

Tension Center position referred to {R, XR, YR } (xt, yt) 

Shear Center position referred to {R, XR, YR } (xe, ye) 

Gravity Center position referred to {R, XR, YR } (xg, yg) 

Section mass per unit length  ρm 
Bending inertia around principal axis YG at G ρy 
Bending inertia around principal axis XG at G ρx 

Orientation of principal axes YG and XG measured counter 
clockwise from axes YE and ZE 

θi 

Table 3.6: PreComp generated Cross-Sectional properties. 

It must be observed that for the PreComp analyses, the origin of the reference 
system, R, was situated at the leading edge outer face. This needs to be taken into 
account when transforming the coordinates of T, C and G to the blade global system. 
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Figure 3.11: Reference axes for PreComp section properties output (Bir & Migliore, 
2004). 
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4  
 
Single Isotropic Material Blade 
without Webs 

The simplest cross-sectional case with single isotropic material and without webs is 
studied in the present chapter.  

Two different beam models, one with section properties obtained through ABAQUS 
meshed cross-section capabilities and one based on PreComp, are developed using 
the proposed 3D beam element.  

Results from the shell and beam models are compared in order to asses the 
performance of the beam element when no coupling effects are present. Additionally, 
the accuracy of PreComp is studied.  

4.1 The Blade 

For the current cross-section, the material properties are based on those of the 
double-bias FRP (see Appendix B.7) but modified to become isotropic (see Table 
4.1).  

 

 

Chapter 
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Property  Value 
E [GPa] 10.30 

G [GPa] 4.12 

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.25 

Density ρ [kg/m3]  1830.0 

Table 4.1: Geometric and material properties of the blade. 

4.2 Finite Element Model – Shell Elements 

4.2.1 Convergence study 

A study of the influence of the mesh density and element type on the results 
(displacements and natural frequencies) was performed. 

Mesh densities with a maximal global element size (d) of 0.050 m and 0.025 m as 
shown in Figure 4.1 were applied with no significant variation in results (see Table 
4.2 as example for displacements under static axial force and Table 4.3 for natural 
frequencies). It can also be observed that although the shell element shape was set 
to quadrangular dominated, occasional triangular elements are implemented for the 
cap end. 

Axial Force 
1000N 

S8R shell model 
d=0.050 m 

S8R shell model 
d=0.025 m 

d=0.050 / 
d=0.025 values 

UX [m] 1.771E-04 1.771E-04 1.000 
UY [m] 2.556E-03 2.556E-03 1.000 
UZ [m] -1.038E-03 -1.038E-03 1.000 
URX 6.948E-08 6.954E-08 0.999 
URY 6.923E-05 6.923E-05 1.000 
URZ 1.712E-04 1.712E-04 1.000 

Table 4.2: Displacements due to axial force for element type SR8 and different mesh 
sizes. 
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Natural 
Frequencies 

ABAQUS S8R 
shell model 
d=0.050 m 

ABAQUS S8R 
shell model 
d=0.025 m 

d=0.050 / 
d=0.025 
values 

f1 [Hz] 0.186 0.186 1.002 
f2 [Hz] 0.688 0.687 1.001 
f3 [Hz] 1.152 1.150 1.002 
f4 [Hz] 3.154 3.149 1.002 
f5 [Hz] 4.251 4.246 1.001 
f6 [Hz] 5.433 5.430 1.001 

Table 4.3: Natural frequencies for element type SR8 and different mesh sizes. 

 

Figure 4.1: Blade mesh for d = 0.050 m (above) and 0.025 m (below). 

Regarding element type, ABAQUS offers the possibility of using thick, thin or 
general-purpose shell elements. The latest ones allow for transverse shear 
deformation (same as thick elements) in a way that they use thick shell theory as the 
shell thickness increases and become thin shell elements as the thickness decreases 
(the transverse shear deformation becomes very small as the shell thickness 
decreases).  

The following two shell elements from the Standard Element Library in ABAQUS 
were tested for the studied blade, again with no significant variation in results: 
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 S4R: 4-noded (linear geometric order) general-purpose shell (thin or thick 
shell) with reduced integration, hourglass control, finite membrane strains and 
6 active degrees of freedom per node. 

 S8R: 8-noded (quadratic geometric order) doubly curved thick shell with 
reduced integration and 6 active degrees of freedom per node. 

Considering all the above, unless noted otherwise, d = 0.050 m with element type 
S8R is chosen for further analyses.   

4.2.2 Shear Center 

Following the procedure outlined in Section 3.2.2, an estimation of the position of C is 
obtained. The node of minimum displacement has coordinates (0.356, 0.008) as 
shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2: Free end cap mesh and node of minimum displacement (in red) under 
pure torsional load for d = 0.025 m and S8R elements. Gradient colours represent 

magnitude of displacement. 
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4.3 Finite Element Model – 3D Beam Elements 

4.3.1 Meshed Beam Cross-Sections 

For the current blade, using a reference system {O, 1-1, 2-2} coinciding with the 
global reference system {O, Y-Y, Z-Z}, WARP2D4 element type and 4 elements to 
define the wall thickness, the results shown in Table 4.4 are obtained. 

The analysis was repeated for 8 elements defining the wall thickness in order to 
ensure convergence, with results differing less than 1‰ (see Table 4.4). In addition, 
different combination of element types (3 and 4-noded elements) were tested with no 
appreciable differences in the results. 

Symbol [units] 
Value for 4 

elements for wall 
thickness 

Value for 8 
elements for wall 

thickness 

4 elements / 8 
elements values 

EA [N] 6.3148E+08 6.3148E+08 1.000 

EI11 [Nm2] 1.0533E+07 1.0533E+07 1.000 

EI12 [Nm2] 7.2224E+06 7.2224E+06 1.000 

EI22 [Nm2] 1.3891E+08 1.3891E+08 1.000 

GJ [Nm2] 1.1797E+07 1.1794E+07 1.000 

t1 [m] 0.76797 0.76797 1.000 

t2 [m] 0.016614 0.016614 1.000 

c1 [m] 0.39687 0.39664 1.001 

c2 [m] -0.032751 -0.032738 1.000 

g1 [m] 0.76797 0.76797 1.000 

g2 [m] 0.016614 0.016614 1.000 

ρm [kg/m] 1.1219E+02 1.1219E+02 1.000 

ρ11 [kgm] 1.8718E+00 1.8714E+00 1.000 

ρ12 [kgm] 1.2833E+00 1.2832E+00 1.000 

ρ22 [kgm] 2.4681E+01 2.4680E+01 1.000 

Table 4.4: Comparison of ABAQUS cross-sectional analysis results with 4 and 8 
elements defining the wall thickness. 

As the studied case is for a single material, the positions of T and G are identical. 
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4.3.2 PreComp 

For the current cross-section, the results shown in Table 4.5 are obtained.  

Symbol [units] Value 
EA [N] 6.716E+8 

EIf [Nm2] 1.063E+07 

EIfl [Nm2] 7.256E+06 

EIl [Nm2] 1.651E+08 

GJ [Nm2] 1.171E+07 

(xt, yt) [m] (0.016, 0.815) 

(xe, ye) [m] (0.016, 0.815) 

(xg, yg) [m] (0.016, 0.815) 

ρm [kg/m] 1.193E+02 

ρy [kgm] 1.828E+00 

ρx [kgm] 2.940E+01 

θi [deg] 2.683 

Table 4.5: PreComp-int01 cross-sectional analysis results. 

According to (Bir, 2005), PreComp calculates bending stiffnesses around the shear 
center (see Table 3.6) while the proposed beam element uses bending stiffnesses 
around T (see Table 3.3). For the cases without webs, PreComp is unable to 
differentiate between T and C, assigning to C the same position as the one 
calculated for T and hence calculating all the bending related stiffnesses around T. 
Consequently, PreComp bending stiffnesses can directly be applied to the beam 
element. 

4.3.3 Final Section Properties 

Final section properties needed for the beam elements in accordance to Table 3.3 
are obtained from Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 by transforming the relevant variables to 
the global reference system for the blade. The resulting section properties are shown 
in Table 4.6. 
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Symbol [units]
ABAQUS 

values 
PreComp-

int01 values 
PreComp-

int04 values 

ABAQUS/ 
PreComp 

values 
EA [N] 6.3148E+08 6.7160E+08 6.2380E+08 1.012 

EIy [Nm2] 1.0533E+07 1.0630E+07 1.0620E+07 0.992 
EIyz [Nm2] 7.2224E+06 7.2560E+06 7.0940E+06 1.018 
EIz [Nm2] 1.3891E+08 1.6510E+08 1.3370E+08 1.039 
GJ [Nm2] 1.1797E+07 1.1710E+07 9.2690E+06 1.007 

yt [m] 0.7680 0.8058 0.7458 1.030 
zt [m] 0.0166 0.0160 0.0160 1.038 
yc [m] 0.3969 0.8058 0.7458 - 
zc [m] -0.0328 0.0160 0.0160 - 
yg [m] 0.7680 0.8058 0.7458 1.030 
zg [m] 0.0166 0.0160 0.0160 1.038 

 [kg/m] 1.1219E+02 1.1930E+02 1.1080E+02 1.013 
∗  [kgm] 1.7998E+00 1.8280E+00 1.8140E+00 0.992 
∗ [kgm] 2.4753E+01 2.9400E+01 2.3820E+01 1.039 

αm [deg] 3.2101 2.6830 3.2880 0.976 

Table 4.6: Final ABAQUS and PreComp (values in red) section properties to be 
inputted for the 3D beam elements code. Strikethrough values are not to be 

considered.  

PreComp-int01 results for direct axial and bending stiffnesses are higher than the 
ABAQUS ones, as PreComp seems to consider the geometry input file as the mid-
surface of the wall rather than as the outer surface as stated in the manual (tests 
were done with circular hollow sections to reach such a conclusion). This effect is 
especially accentuated for EIz, where PreComp-int01 provides almost a 20% higher 
value than ABAQUS. This seems to be due to considering additional areas 
(overlapping) around the trailing edge.  

In order to account for this “overlapping”, attempts were made to improve the section 
properties values by reducing the wall thickness around the trailing edge in the 
internal structure input file. Table 4.6 (PreComp-int04) shows the results when the 
wall thickness for the last 10% of the chord length (area around trailing edge) is 
reduced to 5 mm. It can be seen some improvement in the EA term and a rather 
dramatic improvement for the EIz value.  
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PreComp-int01 provides a GJ value quite close to ABAQUS (deviation less than 1%), 
whereas a significant worsening of GJ is observed for PreComp-int04.   

As the studied case corresponds to a single isotropic material, the above comments 
regarding the accuracy of axial and bending stiffnesses also applies for  and 
inertias ( ∗  and ∗). 

All of the above suggests that a combination of the section properties obtained from 
both analyses with PreComp should be used: the torsional stiffness GJ is obtained 
from PreComp-int01 while all other section properties are obtained from PreComp-
int04. 

As PreComp is unable to compute the coordinates of C for the cases without webs, 
values for the PreComp based beam elements are obtained from the ABAQUS shell 
model (see Section 3.2.2), being for the current case (0.356, 0.008).  

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Static Load 

For the static load cases, the displacements (translations, U, and rotations, R) of the 
wall mid-surface leading edge at the free end are presented in Table 4.7 to Table 
4.10. In addition, the deformed shapes obtained with the ABAQUS shell model are 
shown in Figure 4.3 to Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.3: Deformed shape due to axial load. 

Axial Force 
1000N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

UX [m] 1.771E-04 1.7650E-04 1.745E-04 1.003 1.015 
UY [m] 2.556E-03 2.5417E-03 2.565E-03 1.006 0.996 
UZ [m] -1.038E-03 -1.0336E-03 -1.036E-03 1.004 1.002 

RX [rad] 6.948E-08 2.5788E-13 2.045E-14 - - 
RY [rad] 6.923E-05 6.8908E-05 6.903E-05 1.005 1.003 
RZ [rad] 1.712E-04 1.6945E-04 1.710E-04 1.010 1.001 

Table 4.7: Displacements due to axial load. 

Displacements produced by the axial force are in good agreement between the shell 
and both beam models, with less than 1% difference between the shell and the 
ABAQUS based beam model. Results for PreComp show less than 2% difference 
with the shell model. 
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Figure 4.4: Deformed shape due to horizontal load. 

Horizontal 
Force 100N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

UX [m] 2.556E-04 2.542E-04 2.565E-04 1.005 0.996 
UY [m] 6.787E-03 6.719E-03 6.979E-03 1.010 0.972 
UZ [m] -4.683E-03 -4.604E-03 -4.663E-03 1.017 1.004 

RX [rad] 1.545E-06 -8.341E-06 2.050E-06 -0.185 0.754 
RY [rad] 2.337E-04 2.303E-04 2.331E-04 1.015 1.003 
RZ [rad] 3.386E-04 3.359E-04 3.489E-04 1.008 0.970 

Table 4.8: Displacements due to horizontal load. 

Both beam models show less than 5% difference with the shell model regarding 
displacements due to horizontal forces, except for the axial rotation (RX). This was 
expected as the line of action of the load (Y-Y axis) is quite close to C in all three 
models, so small differences in zc may produce even opposing sign rotations. In 
particular, for the ABAQUS based beam model, C is slightly below the line of action 
of the force while for the PreComp based model C is slightly above. Results for the 
shell model suggest C is above the Y-Y axis (RX positive). 
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Figure 4.5: Deformed shape due to vertical load. 

Vertical 
Force 100N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

UX [m] -1.038E-04 -1.0336E-04 -1.036E-04 1.004 1.002 
UY [m] -4.683E-03 -4.6035E-03 -4.663E-03 1.017 1.004 
UZ [m] 8.885E-02 8.8645E-02 8.789E-02 1.002 1.011 

RX [rad] -9.131E-05 -1.0093E-04 -9.120E-05 0.905 1.001 
RY [rad] -4.433E-03 -4.4302E-03 -4.393E-03 1.001 1.009 
RZ [rad] -2.337E-04 -2.3034E-04 -2.331E-04 1.015 1.003 

Table 4.9: Displacements due to vertical load. 

Displacements due to vertical forces for the shell model show, in general, less than 
2% difference with the ABAQUS based beam model and less than 1% with the 
PreComp based one. The main difference between both beam models is in the axial 
rotation value (RX), where the ABAQUS based one offers a difference of almost 10% 
with the shell model compared with the 1‰ difference when using PreComp. This 
may be due to the fact that PreComp beam model uses an estimation of the position 
of C based on the shell model, hence producing closer results to the shell model.   
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Figure 4.6: Deformed shape due to torsional force. 

Torsion 
158Nm 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

UX [m] 1.100E-08 -1.544E-15 2.9410E-15 - - 
UY [m] 2.441E-06 -1.318E-05 3.2383E-06 -0.185 0.754 
UZ [m] -1.443E-04 -1.595E-04 -1.4410E-04 0.905 1.001 

RX [rad] 4.140E-04 4.018E-04 4.0478E-04 1.030 1.023 
RY [rad] 6.772E-09 1.171E-14 1.0034E-13 - - 
RZ [rad] 3.083E-08 -1.757E-15 6.0960E-15 - - 

Table 4.10: Displacements due to pure torsional load. 

Axial rotation (RX) due to pure torsional load shows less than 5% difference between 
the shell and both beam models, as this value mainly depends on the torsional 
stiffness GJ, which both beam models seem to reproduce rather well. Transversal 
displacements UY and UZ differences between the three models are due to the 
different positioning of C. Nevertheless, it can be observed that the PreComp beam 
model reproduces quite accurately the UZ displacement as results for vertical static 
loading suggest that its Y coordinate for C (yc) is quite accurate. 
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4.4.2 Natural Frequencies 

Natural frequencies are obtained for the first seven mode shapes (see Table 4.11). 
For higher order modes, local effects were present in the shell model. In fact, natural 
frequencies are usually determined only for the lowest 3-4 flexural bending modes 
and for the first torsional mode (Larsen, et al., 2002). 

Figure 4.7 shows the first seven mode shapes obtained by the ABAQUS shell model. 

 The first mode corresponds to mainly flapwise bending, same as 3, 4 and 7. 
 The second mode corresponds to a mainly lagwise bending, same as 5 
 The sixth mode represents the first encountered torsional mode 

      

 

Figure 4.7: Mode shapes obtained with ABAQUS. 

None of the bending modes are purely flapwise or lagwise as principal directions of 
the cross section do not coincide with the flap and lag bending axes (the flap and lag 
bending modes are coupled). In addition, a high degree of bending-torsion coupling 

f1 = 0.186 Hz  f2 = 0.688 Hz  

f3 = 1.152 Hz  f4 = 3.154 Hz  

f5 = 4.251 Hz  
f6 = 5.433 Hz  

f7 = 5.971 Hz  
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can already be observed for mode 7 (higher coupling effects were observed for 
higher order modes).  

For the beam elements models, the number of elements was progressively increased 
until convergence of results (results included in Table 4.11 are for 500 elements). 

Natural 
Frequnecies 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

f1 [Hz] 0.186 0.186 0.188 0.999 0.989 
f2 [Hz] 0.688 0.693 0.684 0.994 1.006 
f3 [Hz] 1.152 1.164 1.175 0.990 0.980 
f4 [Hz] 3.154 3.247 3.278 0.972 0.962 
f5 [Hz] 4.251 4.324 4.270 0.983 0.996 
f6 [Hz] 5.433 5.543 5.617 0.980 0.967 
f7 [Hz] 5.971 6.351 6.414 0.940 0.931 

Table 4.11: Natural frequencies. Values in red provide differences above 2.5. 

Natural frequencies obtained with the ABAQUS shell model show quite a good 
agreement with both beam models, with differences generally below 1% for several 
modes and below 5% for all modes (except mode 7). The ABAQUS based beam 
model shows an overall better agreement with the shell model. 

For the PreComp based beam model, the worst agreements with the shell model 
were for highly dominated torsional modes (modes 6 and 7). The best agreements 
were for the lagwise bending dominated modes (less than 1 % differences for modes 
2 and 5). Due to coupling effects between flap and lag bending, it is difficult to rule 
out which is the single most important factor affecting these differences. 

For the ABAQUS based beam model, the worst agreements with the shell model 
were for mode 7 (maximum coupling between bending and torsion) and the third 
flapwise bending dominated mode (mode 4). This suggests problems for reproducing 
flapwise bending dominated modes that may become aggravated by coupling with 
torsion. Again difficulties arise in isolating the most important factor. 
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5  
 
Single Isotropic Material Blade with 
Webs 

A cross-section with single isotropic material and two webs is studied in the present 
chapter. This is partly done to show the different behaviour of PreComp when webs 
are present.  

Two different beam models, one with section properties obtained through ABAQUS 
meshed cross-section capabilities and one based on PreComp, are developed using 
the proposed 3D beam element.  

Results from the shell and beam models are compared in order to asses the 
performance of the beam element when no coupling effects are present. Additionally, 
the accuracy of PreComp is studied.  

5.1 The Blade 

For the current cross-section, the material properties are the same as in Chapter 4 
(see Table 4.1).  

 

Chapter 
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5.2 Finite Element Model – Shell Elements 

5.2.1 Convergence Study 

Based on Section 4.2.1 and the fact that the addition of the two vertical webs does 
not suggest the need for further studies, unless noted otherwise, d = 0.050 m with 
element type S8R is chosen for further analyses (see Figure 5.1 for the implemented 
mesh including detail of webs).  

 

Figure 5.1: Blade mesh for d = 0.050 m at free end including cap (above) and 
clamped end including view of webs (below). 

5.2.2 Shear Center 

Following the reasoning in Section 3.2.2, an estimation of the position of C is 
obtained. The node of minimum displacement has coordinates (0.503, 0.009) as 
shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Free end cap mesh and node of minimum displacement (in red) under 
torsional load for d = 0.025 m and S8R elements. Gradient colours represent 

magnitude of displacement. 

5.3 Finite Element Model – 3D Beam Elements 

5.3.1 Meshed Beam Cross-Sections 

Using a reference system {O, 1-1, 2-2} coinciding with the global reference system 
{O, Y-Y, Z-Z}, WARP2D4 elements with 4 elements defining the wall thickness and 
10 elements for the webs (see Figure 5.3), the results shown in Table 5.1 are 
obtained. 

 

Figure 5.3: Detail of mesh density for walls (4 elements) and webs (10 elements). 
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5.3.2 PreComp 

For the current cross-section, the results shown in Table 5.1 (int01 values) are 
obtained after transformation to the global reference system.  

For the cases with webs, PreComp differentiates between T and C. However, when 
comparing with the values in Table 4.6, it can be observed that PreComp is assigning 
to C the same position as the one calculated for T for the case without webs. This 
clearly remarks the issues in PreComp for calculating the position of C even for a 
single isotropic material. 

In addition, when comparing the above tables, it can be seen that PreComp obtains 
the same value of GJ for both cases (webs and no webs), i.e. PreComp is not 
considering the webs for the torsional stiffness and hence underestimating this value. 

5.3.3 Final Section Properties 

The final section properties to be used for the beam elements are shown in Table 
5.1.  

PreComp-int01 (uncorrected values) results for GJ are not as good as for the case 
without webs, with a deviation of 17% with the ABAQUS value (PreComp is not 
considering the webs in the torsional stiffness calculations). 

Direct stiffnesses for uncorrected values show a similar pattern as for the case 
without webs when compared to ABAQUS values, hence the same reduction of wall 
thickness for the trailing edge as in Section 4.3.3 is implemented in the internal 
structure input file int02. As a result, it can be seen some improvement in the EA 
term, a rather dramatic improvement for the EIz value and significant worsening of 
the calculated GJ value.     

All of the above suggests that a combination of the section properties obtained from 
both analyses with PreComp should be used: the torsional stiffness GJ is extracted 
from PreComp-int01 while all other section properties are obtained from PreComp-
int02. 
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As the studied case corresponds to a single isotropic material, the above comments 
regarding the accuracy of axial and bending stiffnesses also applies for  and 
inertias ( ∗  and ∗). 

Symbol 
[units] 

ABAQUS 
values 

PreComp-
int01 values 

PreComp-
int02 values 

ABAQUS / 
PreComp 

values 
EA [N] 8.6205E+08 9.3370E+08 8.8590E+08 0.973 

EIy [Nm2] 1.2281E+07 1.3130E+07 1.3120E+07 0.936 
EIyz [Nm2] 9.5704E+06 1.0230E+07 9.8510E+06 0.972 
EIz [Nm2] 1.6977E+08 2.0840E+08 1.6910E+08 1.004 
GJ [Nm2] 1.3752E+07 1.1710E+07 9.2690E+06 1.174 

yt [m] 0.6995 0.7268 0.6798 1.029 
zt [m] 0.0131 0.0130 0.0120 1.092 
yc [m] 0.5358 0.8058 0.7458 0.718 
zc [m] -0.0457 0.0160 0.0160 -2.856 
yg [m] 0.6995 0.7268 0.6798 1.029 
zg [m] 0.0131 0.0130 0.0120 1.092 

 [kg/m] 1.5316E+02 1.6590E+02 1.5740E+02 0.973 
∗  [kgm] 2.0795E+00 2.2380E+00 2.2210E+00 0.936 
∗ [kgm] 3.0266E+01 3.6090E+01 2.9470E+01 1.027 

αm [deg] 3.4649 3.0020 3.6090 0.960 

Table 5.1: Final ABAQUS and PreComp (values in red) section properties to be 
inputted for the 3D beam elements code. Strikethrough values are not to be 

considered.  

The coordinates of C for the PreComp based beam elements are obtained from the 
ABAQUS shell elements model, being for the current case (0.503, 0.009).  

As pointed out earlier, PreComp differentiates between C and T for the case with 
webs. Bending related properties to be used with the beam elements must be 
obtained at T (see Table 3.3). However, PreComp obtains bending stiffnesses at C 
(Bir, 2005). These are the values presented in Table 5.1 and are the ones used for 
the beam elements due to the reasoning below.  

Bending stiffnesses around T can be calculated from the values around C using 
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Applying the above formulas to the values presented in Table 5.1, the results shown 
in Table 5.2 are obtained.     

Symbol [units] 
ABAQUS 

values 
(around T) 

PreComp-
int02 values at 

C 

PreComp-
int02 values at 

T 

ABAQUS / 
PreComp at T 

values 
EIy [Nm2] 1.2281E+07 1.3120E+07 1.3106E+07 0.937 

EIyz [Nm2] 9.5704E+06 9.8510E+06 9.6171E+06 0.995 

EIz [Nm2] 1.6977E+08 1.6910E+08 1.6524E+08 1.027 

Table 5.2: ABAQUS and PreComp int02 (around C and T) bending stiffnesses.  

When compared to ABAQUS values, no overall improvement in accuracy is observed 
when considering PreComp values around T instead of C.  

Considering the above, bending stiffness obtained from PreComp will be directly 
used as values around T for the 3D beam elements. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Static Load 

For the static load cases, the displacements of the wall mid-surface leading edge at 
the free end are presented in Table 5.3 to Table 5.6. The deformed shapes obtained 
with the ABAQUS shell model are not included as they are similar to the ones 
already shown in Chapter 4. 
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Axial Force 
1000N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

UX [m] 1.222E-04 1.2304E-04 1.177E-04 0.993 1.039 
UY [m] 1.892E-03 1.9110E-03 1.867E-03 0.990 1.013 
UZ [m] -9.921E-04 -1.0092E-03 -9.900E-04 0.983 1.002 

RX [rad] 3.793E-07 9.9841E-15 -2.663E-15 - - 
RY [rad] 6.633E-05 6.7281E-05 6.600E-05 0.986 1.005 
RZ [rad] 1.317E-04 1.2740E-04 1.245E-04 1.034 1.058 

Table 5.3: Displacements due to axial load. 

Displacements produced by the axial force are in good agreement between the shell 
and both beam models, with generally less than 3% difference between the shell and 
the ABAQUS based beam model, being the latest slightly more flexible. Results for 
the PreComp based beam model are almost as good as for the ABAQUS based one, 
but both models seem to underestimate the lagwise bending rotation (RZ). 

Horizontal 
Force 100N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

UX [m] 1.892E-04 1.911E-04 1.867E-04 0.990 1.013 
UY [m] 5.538E-03 5.545E-03 5.566E-03 0.999 0.995 
UZ [m] -4.273E-03 -4.316E-03 -4.180E-03 0.990 1.022 

RX [rad] 2.732E-06 -9.970E-06 2.306E-06 -0.274 1.185 
RY [rad] 2.136E-04 2.161E-04 2.090E-04 0.989 1.022 
RZ [rad] 2.762E-04 2.772E-04 2.783E-04 0.996 0.992 

Table 5.4: Displacements due to horizontal load. 

Both beam models show less than 2% difference with the shell model regarding 
displacements due to horizontal forces, except for the axial rotation (RX). This is due 
to the proximity of the line of action of the force to the position of C, as it was the 
case for the section without webs.  
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Vertical 
Force 100N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

UX [m] -9.921E-05 -1.0092E-04 -9.900E-05 0.983 1.002 
UY [m] -4.273E-03 -4.3157E-03 -4.180E-03 0.990 1.022 
UZ [m] 7.460E-02 7.6714E-02 7.180E-02 0.972 1.039 

RX [rad] -1.105E-04 -1.1688E-04 -1.289E-04 0.946 0.858 
RY [rad] -3.727E-03 -3.8326E-03 -3.587E-03 0.972 1.039 
RZ [rad] -2.137E-04 -2.1605E-04 -2.090E-04 0.989 1.023 

Table 5.5: Displacements due to vertical load. 

Displacements due to vertical forces show less than 5% difference between the shell 
and both beam models, except for the axial rotation value (RX). The PreComp based 
beam model shows a difference of almost 15% compared to the 5% difference for the 
ABAQUS based one. It must be observed that although both beam models have a 
similar positioning of C along the Y-Y axis (similar yc coordinate), the PreComp 
model uses a much lower torsional rigidity GJ value (see Table 5.1), which clearly 
explains these results. 

Torsion 
158Nm 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

UX [m] 6.103E-08 1.578E-15 2.4398E-15 - - 
UY [m] 4.314E-06 -1.575E-05 3.6430E-06 -0.274 1.184 
UZ [m] -1.744E-04 -1.847E-04 -2.0361E-04 0.944 0.857 

RX [rad] 3.501E-04 3.447E-04 4.0478E-04 1.016 0.865 
RY [rad] 2.420E-07 -4.944E-14 9.7796E-14 - - 
RZ [rad] 1.685E-07 1.329E-15 5.3153E-15 - - 

Table 5.6: Displacements due to pure torsional load. 

Axial rotations (RX) due to pure torsional load show less than 2% difference between 
the shell and the ABAQUS based beam model, compared to the almost 15% for the 
PreComp based one. This is due to the fact that PreComp underestimates the 
torsional stiffness GJ. 

The differences for transversal displacements UY and UZ between the three models 
are due to the different position of C together with the differences in the GJ value.  
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5.4.2 Natural Frequencies 

Natural frequencies are obtained for the first eight mode shapes (see Table 6.11). 
Mode shapes follow a similar pattern as for the case without webs (Figure 5.4 shows 
only mode 8 as this was not obtained for the case without webs due to local effects). 

 Mode 1 corresponds to mainly flapwise bending, same as 3, 4, 7 and 8. 
 Mode 2 corresponds to a mainly lagwise bending, same as 5. 
 Mode 6 represents the first encountered torsional mode. 

  

Figure 5.4: Mode shape 8 obtained with ABAQUS. 

As it was the case for the blade without webs, none of the bending modes are purely 
flapwise or lagwise. In addition, a high degree of bending-torsion coupling can 
already be observed for mode 7.  

For the beam models, the number of elements was progressively increased until 
convergence of results (results included in Table 5.7 are for 500 elements). 

Natural 
Frequnecies 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models Shell/Beam values 

ABAQUS PreComp ABAQUS PreComp 

f1 [Hz] 0.172 0.171 0.175 1.005 0.986 
f2 [Hz] 0.647 0.655 0.645 0.988 1.003 
f3 [Hz] 1.076 1.073 1.094 1.003 0.984 
f4 [Hz] 2.998 3.001 3.058 0.999 0.980 
f5 [Hz] 3.992 4.091 4.033 0.976 0.990 
f6 [Hz] 5.363 5.432 5.064 0.987 1.059 
f7 [Hz] 5.836 5.879 5.986 0.993 0.975 
f8 [Hz] 9.529 9.688 9.862 0.984 0.966 

Table 5.7: Natural frequencies. Values in red provide differences above 2.5%. 

f8 = 9.529 Hz  
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There is quite a good agreement between the shell and the beam models, especially 
for the ABAQUS based one, where differences are below 1% for several modes and 
below 2.5% for all modes. The worst agreement is when considering the first 
torsional mode (mode 6) for the PreComp based beam model, but still differences 
are less than 6% (PreComp based model has probably higher mass and lower 
torsional rigidity than the shell model as Table 5.1 suggests, hence the lower natural 
frequency value). 

The ABAQUS based beam model shows a better agreement with the shell model for 
flapwise bending modes than for lagwise ones, just the opposite of what happens 
with PreComp. Due to overlapping of the shell elements around the trailing edge (see 
Section 3.2), lagwise bending seems more difficult to model and hence less accurate 
than the flapwise one with shell elements, which explains these differences.   

Nevertheless, due to coupling effects between flap and lag bending, it is difficult to 
rule out which is the single most important factor affecting any of the observed 
differences for the bending dominated modes. 

In general, results from PreComp based values are worse than the ABAQUS based 
ones, especially for higher order modes. This was to be expected as coupling 
between flapwise bending with torsion is more present in those modes and PreComp 
based elements model less accurately both phenomena. 

As a general conclusion, both beam models seem to capture the nature of the 
dynamic problem with higher accuracy than for the static one. Results obtained with 
the PreComp based elements are slightly worse than the ABAQUS based ones, 
especially for higher order modes. This was to be expected as coupling between 
flapwise bending with torsion is more present in those modes and PreComp based 
elements model less accurately both phenomena.   
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6  
 
Single Fiber-Reinforced Material 
Blade without Webs 

The simplest case for a cross-section with fiber-reinforced (FR) materials (single 
material without blades) is studied in the present chapter.  

Two different beam models, including or not the coupling terms, are developed using 
the proposed 3D beam element. Section properties for the beam elements are 
obtained with PreComp. 

Results from the shell and beam models are compared in order to asses the 
performance of the beam element and the importance of its coupling terms. 

6.1 The Blade 

For the current cross-section, a transversely isotropic material is used. Its properties 
are based on those of the double-bias FRP (see Appendix B.7) but modified in the 
way shown below. 

Material properties are expressed in the principal material coordinate system (see 
Figure 6.1), where 1-1 is the fiber direction and 2-2 and 3-3 the matrix or transverse 
directions. Directions 1-1 and 2-2 define the plane of the lamina.   

Chapter 
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Figure 6.1: Principal material coordinate system for the lamina. Fibers direction 
shown in red. 

Considering the above reference system for an orthotropic material, the following 
reciprocity relations hold 

  (6.1)

Additionally, for a transversely isotropic material 

  (6.2)

Considering all the above relations, for transversely isotropic materials there are only 
5 independent material constants: , , ,  and  (Voyiadjis & Kattan, 2005). 

In the analysis of FR materials, the assumption of plane stress in the 1-2 plane is 
generally used for each layer or lamina (Voyiadjis & Kattan, 2005). Under such 
conditions and considering Kirchoff hypothesis (thin plates theory, which together 
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with the plane stress assumption lays the basis for the Classical Lamination Theory), 
only , ,  and  are needed. 

For the studied case, twice as higher value for the Young’s modulus along fibers 
direction (1-1) than for the transverse directions will be assumed. This is done to 
accentuate the anisotropy of the material and its possible effects in the studied case. 

Regarding fibers orientation, a 30° fiber orientation with respect to the blade axis 
with Circumferentially Asymmetric Stiffness (CAS) arrangement has been chosen 
(see Sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.1 for further details). 

Table 6.1 summarizes the material properties of the blade.  

Property  Value 
 [GPa] 20.60 

 [GPa] 10.30 

 [GPa] 4.12 

 0.30 

Fibers arrangement 30° CAS 

Density ρ [kg/m3]  1830.0 

Table 6.1: Material properties of the blade.  

6.2 Finite Element Model – Shell Elements 

6.2.1 Material modelling 

For orthotropic elasticity in plane stress, ABAQUS allows to define Elastic Lamina 
materials which can be later assigned to the different layers of the composite layups 
that will define the shell elements. The following material constants are required by 
ABAQUS: , , , ,  and . 

For transversally isotropic materials,  and  is only used when modeling 
out-of-plane transverse shear deformation in a shell (thick-shells), which is not the 
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case when working with the Classical Lamination Theory and the section properties 
obtained from PreComp.  

Considering the above, all the material properties can be extracted from Table 6.1 
with the exception of , which is set to 8.0 GPa, a value that ensures no 
appreciable out-of-plane transverse shear deformation for thick shell elements (see 
6.2.2 for more details). 

Regarding fibers arrangement, a 30° fiber orientation with respect to the blade axis 
with Circumferentially Asymmetric Stiffness (CAS) arrangement will be used instead 
of a Circumferentially Uniform Stiffness (CUS) one, as the former one will produce 
bending-torsion and some tension-torsion coupling whereas the CUS will only 
produce tension-torsion coupling (de Goeij, et al., 1999), see 6.3.1 for further details.  

For a 30° fibers orientation, fibers on the top surface form 30° with the global blade 
axis (X-X) measured as positive rotation along the outer normal (see Figure 6.2). If 
the lay of the laminate on the bottom surface mirrors the top surface, a CAS 
arrangement is obtained (see Figure 6.3). If a helical lay-up is used, a CUS 
arrangement is obtained instead.  

 

Figure 6.2: Fibers orientation for element on top surface of blade. Mid-surface of 
blade walls and shell elements in white.  

X 

1 
30° 
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Figure 6.3: Example of CAS arrangement (negative top surface fibers orientation) 
with coupling between bending and torsion (de Goeij, et al., 1999).  

6.2.2 Convergence study 

Based on Section 4.2.1, d = 0.050 m with element type S8R is chosen. 

The S8R element is an 8-noded thick shell element with 6 degrees of freedom (dof) 
per node (no equivalent thin-shell element is available in ABAQUS). 

The out-of-plane transverse shear deformation of the shell is to be disregarded (thin-
shells) in accordance with the Classical Lamination Theory. This can be 
accomplished with a thick-shell element by setting a high enough value of  in the 
material definition.  

As can be deducted from Table 6.2, a value of 8.0 GPa ensures no appreciable out-
of-plane transverse shear deformation for thick shell elements, i.e. same condition as 
thin shell elements (even a value of 4.12 GPa could be used). 
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Torsion 
158Nm 

S8R shell model 
=4.12 GPa 

S8R shell model 
=8.0 GPa 

=4.12 /  
=8.0 GPa 
values 

UX [m] 1.6325E-06 1.6324E-06 1.0001 
UY [m] 6.6057E-05 6.6056E-05 1.0000 
UZ [m] -1.4509E-03 -1.4508E-03 1.0000 

RX [rad] 3.1991E-04 3.1975E-04 1.0005 
RY [rad] 8.8960E-05 8.8952E-05 1.0001 
RZ [rad] 4.2911E-06 4.2906E-06 1.0001 

Table 6.2: Displacements due to pure torsional load for element type SR8 and 
different  values. 

6.2.3 Shear Center 

An estimation of the position of C is done based on Section 3.2.2. For the present 
case, coordinates (0.600, 0.020) are obtained.          

Figure 6.4 shows the ABAQUS obtained displacements magnitude due to pure 
torsional load. The point of minimum displacement lays outside the cross section on 
the right side of the trailing edge. This is clearly far away from the above obtained C 
for the beam elements, which lays inside the cross section and closer to the leading 
edge than to the trailing edge. 

 

Figure 6.4: Free end cap mesh and displacement under torsional load for d = 0.05 m 
and S8R elements. Gradient colours represent magnitude of displacement. 
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6.3 Finite Element Model – 3D Beam Elements 

Cross-section properties for FR materials can no longer be obtained using the 
meshed cross-section analysis capabilities of ABAQUS, so only PreComp is used. 

6.3.1 PreComp 

Properties for both CAS and CUS arrangements were obtained with PreComp to 
show some of the differences between both options.   

Table 6.3 summarizes how to define CAS and CUS arrangements in PreComp.  

ABAQUS / Blade as 
per reference system 

in 6.2.1  

PreComp Top Surface 
fibers orientation 

PreComp Bottom 
Surface fibers 

orientation 
30° CAS 30° -30° 

30° CUS 30° 30° 

Table 6.3: ABAQUS vs. PreComp fibers orientation and arrangement definition. 

Table 6.4 shows the coupling terms for the 30° CAS and CUS arrangements (direct 
stiffnesses and inertia properties are identical for both arrangements). In particular, 
for the case of CUS, there is almost no coupling between bending and torsion, 
whereas the axial-torsion coupling is rather high, even higher than in the CAS case. 

Symbol [units] 30° CAS 30° CUS 
FT [Nm2] -3.959E+06 1.099E-09 

LT [Nm2] -2.822E+05 7.808E-09 

AT [Nm] -3.223E+05 3.800E+07 

Table 6.4: PreComp obtained coupling terms for 30° CAS and CUS arrangements. 

The cases for -30° CAS and -30° CUS have not been included for clarity, but results 
would be exactly the same as in Table 6.4 but with opposite sign.  
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The case with 0° fibers orientation has also not been included, as for this case there 
are no coupling terms (although different values will be obtained for direct stiffnesses 
as these values are dependent on the absolute values of fibers orientation). 

The 30° CAS arrangement is chosen due to its overall higher coupling effects, 
leading to the section properties shown in Table 6.5 (int05 values).   

6.3.2 Final Section Properties 

The final section properties for the 30° CAS arrangement to be used for the beam 
elements are shown in Table 6.5. Again, in order to account for the “overlapping” 
effect in PreComp, a reduction of the wall thickness to 5 mm for the last 10% of the 
chord length around the trailing edge area was implemented in the internal structure 
input file int10 (int05 represents the uncorrected values). 

As discussed in Section 4.3.3, direct axial and bending stiffness from corrected 
values are considered more accurate than the uncorrected ones. It was also shown 
that uncorrected values for GJ seem to be rather accurate for the case without webs, 
with a worsening of the estimation of this value for the corrected internal structure 
file. 

Hence the doubt arises on what coupling terms (axial and bending with torsion) 
values should be considered, as torsional stiffness is more accurate for uncorrected 
values while all the other direct stiffnesses values are more accurate for corrected 
ones (specially for lagwise bending stiffness).  

As the torsional properties affect all three of the coupling terms, it seems that 
uncorrected values will capture better the overall behaviour of the blade.  

The above assumption was tested by comparing the results from the shell model with 
beam models using coupling terms from int05 and int10 files under pure torsional 
load and keeping all the other terms equal according to discussions above (see 
Table 6.5). Table 6.6 shows such results manifesting how coupling terms from int05 
are clearly superior (values of UY and UZ are not to be considered for comparison 
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purposes as they are the result of calibration of the coordinates of C as explained in 
Section 3.2.2). 

 Symbol 
[units] 

PreComp-
int05 values 

PreComp-
int10 values 

int05 / int10 
values 

EA [N] 9.767E+08 9.071E+08 1.077 
EIy [Nm2] 1.546E+07 1.544E+07 1.001 
EIyz [Nm2] 1.055E+07 1.032E+07 1.022 
EIz [Nm2] 2.402E+08 1.944E+08 1.236 
GJ [Nm2] 1.630E+07 1.290E+07 1.264 
FT [Nm2] -3.959E+06 -3.155E+06 1.255 
LT [Nm2] -2.822E+05 -2.124E+05 1.329 
AT [Nm] -3.223E+05 -2.553E+05 1.262 
yt [m] 0.806 0.746 1.080 
zt [m] 0.016 0.016 1.000 
yc [m] 0.806 0.746 - 
zc [m] 0.016 0.016 - 
yg [m] 0.806 0.746 1.080 
zg [m] 0.016 0.016 1.000 

 [kg/m] 1.193E+02 1.108E+02 1.077 
∗  [kgm] 1.828E+00 1.814E+00 1.008 
∗ [kgm] 2.940E+01 2.382E+01 1.234 

αm [deg] 2.683 3.288 0.816 

Table 6.5: Final PreComp section properties. Values to be inputted for the 3D beam 
elements code in red. Strikethrough values are not to be considered.  

Torsion 
158Nm 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

coupling terms 
from int05 

coupling terms 
from int10 

coupling terms 
from int05 

coupling terms 
from int10 

UX [m] 1.632E-06 1.716E-06 1.349E-06 0.951 1.210 
UY [m] 6.606E-05 6.498E-05 6.721E-05 1.017 0.983 
UZ [m] -1.451E-03 -1.421E-03 -1.430E-03 1.021 1.015 

RX [rad] 3.197E-04 3.107E-04 3.032E-04 1.029 1.055 
RY [rad] 8.895E-05 8.229E-05 6.399E-05 1.081 1.390 
RZ [rad] 4.291E-06 3.918E-06 3.066E-06 1.095 1.399 

Table 6.6: Displacement results due to pure torsional load for different coupling 
terms. Coordinates of C are (0.600, 0.020) for coupling terms from int05 and (1.550, 

0.070) for int10.   
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6.4 Results and Discussion 

An additional 3D beam elements model with no coupling terms (AT=FT=LT=0) is 
developed in order to study the importance of such terms. For this model, the 
position of C is obtained in the same way as in Section 6.2.3, leading to coordinates 
(5.000, 0.230).    

6.4.1 Static Load 

For the static load cases, the displacements of the wall mid-surface leading edge at 
the free end are presented in Table 6.7 to Table 6.10. The deformed shapes 
obtained with the ABAQUS shell model are not included as were similar to the ones 
already shown in Chapter 4, except for the pure torsional load (see Figure 6.5).  

Axial Force 
1000N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

UX [m] 1.339E-04 1.201E-04 1.201E-04 1.115 1.115 
UY [m] 1.912E-03 1.767E-03 1.765E-03 1.082 1.083 
UZ [m] -7.890E-04 -7.629E-04 -7.132E-04 1.034 1.106 

RX [rad] 1.033E-05 1.086E-05 -3.118E-14 0.951 - 
RY [rad] 5.228E-05 5.042E-05 4.755E-05 1.037 1.099 
RZ [rad] 1.295E-04 1.178E-04 1.177E-04 1.100 1.101 

Table 6.7: Displacements due to axial load. 

Both beam models show generally less than 10% difference with the shell model 
regarding displacements due to the axial force. The model including coupling terms 
shows a better agreement with the shell model. In addition, the one without coupling 
terms is unable to predict the axial rotation (RX). This was to be expected, as this 
term depends exclusively on the inclusion of the coupling terms (in particular, the AT 
term). 
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Horizontal 
Force 100N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

UX [m] 1.912E-04 1.767E-04 1.765E-04 1.082 1.083 
UY [m] 5.125E-03 4.811E-03 4.810E-03 1.065 1.065 
UZ [m] -3.566E-03 -3.446E-03 -3.420E-03 1.035 1.043 

RX [rad] 4.179E-05 4.112E-05 4.233E-05 1.016 0.987 
RY [rad] 1.772E-04 1.713E-04 1.604E-04 1.034 1.104 
RZ [rad] 2.558E-04 2.405E-04 2.400E-04 1.064 1.066 

Table 6.8: Displacements due to horizontal load. 

Displacements due to the horizontal force show less than 10% differences between 
the shell and both beam models. The model including coupling terms shows a better 
agreement with the shell model, especially regarding flapwise bending rotation (RY). 
This seems to be due to the fact that this rotation is partly the result of coupling 
between torsion and flap bending.  

In addition, when compared to previous beam models in Chapters 4 and 5 where C 
was obtained as the point of minimum displacement on the free end of the shell 
model, it can be observed a rather dramatic improvement in the prediction of the 
axial rotation (RX). 

Vertical 
Force 100N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

UX [m] -7.890E-05 -7.629E-05 -7.132E-05 1.034 1.106 
UY [m] -3.566E-03 -3.446E-03 -3.420E-03 1.035 1.043 
UZ [m] 6.800E-02 6.558E-02 6.504E-02 1.037 1.046 

RX [rad] -9.180E-04 -8.992E-04 -9.203E-04 1.021 0.998 
RY [rad] -3.379E-03 -3.260E-03 -3.022E-03 1.037 1.118 
RZ [rad] -1.780E-04 -1.718E-04 -1.604E-04 1.037 1.110 

Table 6.9: Displacements due to vertical load. 

Results from the shell model for the vertical force case show less than 5% difference 
with the beam model including coupling terms. When compared to the one without 
coupling terms, differences are higher than 10% for bending rotations (RY and RZ) 
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and axial translation (UX). These differences suggest that for this case, where the 
transverse force produces a much higher torsion than in the previous load case, the 
effect of coupling of torsion with axial and bending effects plays a greater role. 

 

Figure 6.5: Torsional force deformed shape. 

Torsion 
158Nm 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

UX [m] 1.632E-06 1.716E-06 -4.927E-15 0.951 - 
UY [m] 6.606E-05 6.498E-05 6.688E-05 1.017 0.988 
UZ [m] -1.451E-03 -1.421E-03 -1.454E-03 1.021 0.998 

RX [rad] 3.197E-04 3.107E-04 2.908E-04 1.029 1.100 
RY [rad] 8.895E-05 8.229E-05 -1.445E-13 1.081 - 
RZ [rad] 4.291E-06 3.918E-06 -9.703E-15 1.095 - 

Table 6.10: Displacements due to pure torsional load. 

Axial rotations (RX) due to pure torsional load show less than 3% difference between 
the shell and the beam model including coupling terms, whereas the difference with 
the model without coupling terms is 10%. 

Transversal displacements (UY and UZ) should not be compared between the 
different models, as the coordinates of C for each beam model were chosen to match 
those displacements with the shell model (see Section 3.2.2).  
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In addition, the beam model without coupling terms is unable to predict axial 
displacements (UX) and bending rotations (RY and RZ) under pure torsional load. 
This was to be expected, as these terms depend exclusively on the inclusion of the 
coupling terms. 

6.4.2 Natural Frequencies 

Natural frequencies are obtained for the first seven mode shapes (see Table 6.11). 
For higher order modes, local effects were present in the shell model. 

Mode shapes follow a similar pattern as for the isotropic case without webs (see 
Section 4.4.2). 

 Modes 1, 3, 4 and 7 correspond to mainly flapwise bending. 
 Modes 2 and 5 correspond to mainly lagwise bending. 
 Mode 6 represents the first encountered torsional mode. 

As it was the case for isotropic materials, none of the bending modes are purely 
flapwise or lagwise. In addition, a high degree of bending-torsion coupling can 
already be observed for mode 3 (see Figure 6.6).  

For the 3D beam elements models, the number of elements was progressively 
increased until convergence of results (results included in Table 6.11 are for 500 
elements). 

Natural 
Frequnecies 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

f1 [Hz] 0.2151 0.2199 0.2183 0.978 0.985 
f2 [Hz] 0.7923 0.8244 0.8244 0.961 0.961 
f3 [Hz] 1.3325 1.3769 1.1243 0.968 1.185 
f4 [Hz] 3.6507 3.8500 2.5850 0.948 1.412 
f5 [Hz] 4.8935 5.1487 4.1416 0.950 1.182 
f6 [Hz] 6.3501 6.6284 5.1485 0.958 1.233 
f7 [Hz] 6.9326 7.5421 5.7848 0.919 1.198 

Table 6.11: Natural frequencies. Values in red provide differences above 5%. 
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Figure 6.6: Mode 3 shape frontal view obtained with ABAQUS showing anti-
clockwise rotation of the cap from top position (left) to bottom one (right). 

Natural frequencies obtained with the ABAQUS shell model show quite a good 
agreement with the beam model with coupling terms (differences below 10% for all 
modes, even below 5% for the majority of modes). The worst agreement is for mode 
7, where the coupling between flapwise bending and torsion is most extreme. 

Nevertheless, due to coupling effects between flap and lag bending combined with 
torsion, it is difficult to rule out which is the most important factor affecting any of the 
observed differences. 

An analogous beam model with AT=LT=0, i.e. only the FT coupled term was 
included, was developed obtaining almost identical results to the one with all the 
coupling terms (differences below 1‰. The results are not included for clarity).  This 
was expected as none of the mode shapes exhibits any appreciable extensional 
component and flap bending coupled with torsion seems to be the dominating effect 
in the majority of modes (in fact, the FT term is one order of magnitude higher than 
the LT as can be seen in Table 6.5).  

As a general conclusion, beam elements with coupling terms seem to capture the 
nature of the dynamic problem with similar or even higher accuracy than for the static 
one. Elements without coupling terms are unable to capture the dynamic behavior, as 
these terms seem to have a higher effect on the results when compared to the static 
case (especially the FT term).   
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7  
 
Multiple Fiber-Reinforced Materials 
Blade with Webs 

The most realistic and complex case, a cross-section with multiple layers of fiber-
reinforced (FR) materials and with webs, is studied in the present chapter.  

Two different beam models, including or not the coupling terms, are developed using 
the proposed 3D beam element. Section properties for the beam elements are 
obtained with PreComp. 

Results from the shell and beam models are compared in order to asses the 
performance of the beam element and the importance of its coupling terms. 

7.1 The Blade 

Multiple transversely isotropic materials arranged in laminas are used for the current 
cross-section. Material properties are those of the materials included in the 
materials.inp file in the PreComp sample (see Appendix B.7). Properties are 
expressed in their principal material coordinate system and, considering the 
assumptions of the Classical Lamination Theory, only , ,  and  are needed. 
Table 7.1 summarizes such properties. 

 

Chapter 
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Material  [GPa]  [GPa]  [GPa]  
Density ρ 

[kg/m3] 
uni-directional FRP 37.0 9.0 4.0 0.28 1860.0 

double-bias FRP 10.3 10.3 8.0 0.30 1830.0 

gelcoat 0.1e-7 0.1e-7 0.1e-7 0.30 1830.0 

nexus 10.3 10.3 8.0 0.30 1664.0 

Table 7.1: Material properties. 

Regarding the lamina arrangement for the blade walls, the composite layup 
presented in Table 7.2 is used (see Section 7.2 for further details). 

Layer Material 
Thickness 

[mm] 
Arrangement 

1 double-bias FRP 8.480 -20° CAS 

2 uni-directional FRP 9.010 -30° CAS 

3 nexus 0.510 0° 

4 gelcoat 0.381 0° 

Table 7.2: Blade walls composite layup. Layers numbered from inner to outer 
surface. 

The above tables show that the gel coat layer will play almost no structural role in the 
blade. This top layer is usually applied to minimize aerodynamic drag, penetration of 
humidity and solar deterioration (Kong, et al., 2005).   

Only uni-directional FRP material is used for the webs with fibers oriented along the 
beam axis, i.e. 0° fiber orientations. 

7.2 Finite Element Model – Shell Elements 

7.2.1 Material modelling 

As explained in Section 6.2, the following material constants are required to define 
Elastic Lamina materials in ABAQUS : , , , ,  and . For transversally 
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isotropic materials, 	 is equal to  and  is only used when modelling out-of-
plane transverse shear deformation in a thick-shells, which is not the case here.  

All the above material properties can be extracted from Table 7.1 with the exception 
of  which is set to the same value as  for each material. Results of 
displacements under pure torsional load are compared to those of a similar model 
where  is set to 8.0 GPa for all materials (see Section 7.2.2), a value that ensures 
no appreciable out-of-plane transverse shear deformation for thick shell elements as 
discussed in Section 6.2.2.  

Regarding fibers orientation, reference should be made to Section 6.2 for the 
definition of CAS and CUS arrangements as well as the reference system for 
measuring of fibers orientation. Again, the CAS arrangement has been preferred for 
the same reasons as before.  

Figure 7.1 shows an overview of the composite layup for the blade walls in 
accordance with Table 7.2. 

 

Figure 7.1: Composite layup with fibers orientation for element on top surface of 
blade. Mid-surface of blade walls and shell elements in white.  

X 
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7.2.2 Convergence study 

Based on Section 4.2.1, a maximal global size of d = 0.050 m with quadrangular 
dominated element shape and element type S8R is chosen.  

The effect of possible out-of-plane transverse shear deformation of the shell in 
ABAQUS is studied by comparing displacements under pure torsional load when 
varying .  

Results in Table 7.3 indicate that there is no appreciable out-of-plane shear 
deformation of the shell elements when setting  to the same value as  for each 
material, which is in accordance with the Classical Lamination Theory.  

Torsion 
158Nm 

S8R shell model 
 for each 

material 

S8R shell model 
=8.0 GPa for 

each material 

  /  
=8.0 GPa 
values 

UX [m] -1.0636E-06 -1.0626E-06 1.0010 
UY [m] -3.4641E-05 -3.4611E-05 1.0009 
UZ [m] 5.2535E-04 5.2494E-04 1.0008 

RX [rad] 2.2071E-04 2.2053E-04 1.0008 
RY [rad] -4.2020E-05 -4.1986E-05 1.0008 
RZ [rad] -2.3596E-06 -2.3577E-06 1.0008 

Table 7.3: Displacements due to pure torsional load for element type SR8 and 
different  values. 

7.2.3 Shear Center 

An estimation of the position of C is done based on Section 3.2.2. For the current 
case, coordinates (0.000, -0.019) are obtained.          

Figure 7.2 shows the ABAQUS obtained displacements magnitude due to pure 
torsional load. The point of minimum displacement lays outside the cross section on 
the left side of the leading edge, much farther away from the leading edge than the 
above estimated C. 
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Figure 7.2: Free end cap mesh and displacement under torsional load for d = 0.05 m 
and S8R elements. Gradient colours represent magnitude of displacement. 

7.3 Finite Element Model – 3D Beam Elements 

7.3.1 PreComp 

Properties for both CAS and CUS arrangements are obtained with PreComp to show 
some of the differences between both options. 

Table 7.4 summarizes how to define the -30° CAS and -30° CUS arrangements in 
PreComp (similar applies for -20° CAS and -20° CUS arrangements).   

ABAQUS / Blade as per 
reference system in 

Section 6.2.1  

PreComp Top Surface 
fibers orientation 

PreComp Bottom 
Surface fibers orientation 

-30° CAS -30° 30° 

-30° CUS -30° -30° 

Table 7.4: ABAQUS vs. PreComp fibers orientation and arrangement definition. 

Table 7.5 shows the coupling terms for the CAS and CUS arrangements (direct 
stiffness and inertia properties are identical for both arrangements). In particular, for 
the case of CUS there is almost no coupling between bending and torsion, whereas 
the axial-torsion coupling is rather high. 
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Symbol [units] CAS CUS 
FT [Nm2] 3.470E+06 2.266E-10 

LT [Nm2] 2.311E+05 1.924E-09 

AT [Nm] 2.639E+05 -3.111E+07 

Table 7.5: PreComp obtained coupling terms for CAS and CUS arrangements. 

Due to its overall higher coupling effects, the 30° CAS arrangement was chosen, 
leading to the section properties shown in Table 7.6 (int04 values).   

A copy of all the PreComp input files used can be found in Appendix B. 

7.3.2 Final Section Properties 

The final section properties for the CAS arrangement to be used for the beam 
elements are shown in Table 7.6. In order to account for the “overlapping” in 
PreComp, a reduction of the layer thickness to 2.65 mm for each of the two 
innermost laminas of the walls for the last 10% of the chord length around the trailing 
edge area is implemented in the internal structure int05 (int04 represents uncorrected 
values). The reason for using these values derives from the structure of the internal 
structure files as can be seen in Appendix B. In addition, these layers are the ones 
affecting the greatest the structural behaviour of the blade compared with the two 
outer layers (see Table 7.1 and Table 7.2). 

It can be observed that PreComp differentiates between the position of T and G, as is 
to be expected in general for a case with multiple materials.  

Based on discussions in Section 6.3.2, torsional stiffness GJ and coupling terms for 
the beam elements are chosen from the uncorrected values while all other properties 
are obtained from the corrected ones. This selection was checked by comparing the 
results from the shell model with beam models using coupling terms from int04 and 
int05 files under pure torsional load and keeping all the other terms equal according 
to discussions above. Table 7.7 shows such results manifesting how coupling terms 
from int04 are clearly superior for the studied case.  
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Bending related properties to be used with the beam elements must be obtained at T 
(see Table 3.3) but PreComp gives bending stiffnesses at C (Bir, 2005). However, 
these values, presented in Table 7.6, will be the ones used for the 3D beam element, 
as explained in 5.3.3.  

A copy of all the PreComp input files, including both PreComp-int04 and int05 
internal structures, can be found in Appendix B. 

Symbol 
[units] 

PreComp-
int04 values 

PreComp-
int05 values 

int04 / int05 
values 

EA [N] 2.015E+09 1.943E+09 1.037 
EIy [Nm2] 2.613E+07 2.611E+07 1.001 
EIyz [Nm2] 2.228E+07 2.129E+07 1.047 
EIz [Nm2] 4.195E+08 3.454E+08 1.215 
GJ [Nm2] 1.944E+07 1.613E+07 1.205 
FT [Nm2] 3.470E+06 2.880E+06 1.205 
LT [Nm2] 2.311E+05 1.738E+05 1.330 
AT [Nm] 2.639E+05 2.263E+05 1.166 
yt [m] 0.674 0.640 1.053 
zt [m] 0.010 0.010 1.000 
yc [m] 0.806 0.749 - 
zc [m] 0.016 0.016 - 
yg [m] 0.726 0.684 1.061 
zg [m] 0.012 0.012 1.000 

 [kg/m] 1.673E+02 1.595E+02 1.049 
∗  [kgm] 2.255E+00 2.239E+00 1.007 
∗ [kgm] 3.635E+01 3.029E+01 1.200 

αm [deg] 3.005 3.544 0.848 

Table 7.6: Final PreComp section properties. Values to be inputted for the 3D beam 
elements code in red. Strikethrough values are not to be considered.   
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Torsion 
158Nm 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

coupling terms 
from int04 

coupling terms 
from int05 

coupling terms 
from int04 

coupling terms 
from int05 

UX [m] -1.064E-06 -9.530E-07 -7.943E-07 1.116 1.339 
UY [m] -3.464E-05 -3.446E-05 -3.459E-05 1.005 1.002 
UZ [m] 5.253E-04 5.226E-04 5.248E-04 1.005 1.001 

RX [rad] 2.207E-04 2.500E-04 2.481E-04 0.883 0.890 
RY [rad] -4.202E-05 -3.484E-05 -2.870E-05 1.206 1.464 
RZ [rad] -2.360E-06 -1.980E-06 -1.644E-06 1.191 1.435 

Table 7.7: Displacement results due to pure torsional load for different coupling 
terms. Coordinates of C are (0.000, -0.019) for coupling terms from int04 and (1.550, 

0.070) for int05. 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

An additional 3D beam elements model with no coupling terms (AT=FT=LT=0) is 
developed in order to study the importance of such terms. For this model, the 
position of C is obtained in the same way as in Section 7.2.3, leading now to 
coordinates (-2.150, -0.143).    

7.4.1 Static Load 

For the considered static load cases, the displacements of the wall mid-surface 
leading edge at the free end shown in Table 7.8 to Table 7.11 are obtained. The 
deformed shapes obtained with the ABAQUS shell model are not included as were 
similar to the ones already shown in Chapter 4, except for pure torsional load (Figure 
7.3). 
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Axial Force 
1000N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

UX [m] 5.662E-05 5.209E-05 5.207E-05 1.087 1.087 
UY [m] 9.358E-04 8.676E-04 8.668E-04 1.079 1.080 
UZ [m] -5.650E-04 -5.470E-04 -5.344E-04 1.033 1.057 

RX [rad] -6.746E-06 -6.032E-06 -1.075E-13 1.118 - 
RY [rad] 3.805E-05 3.647E-05 3.563E-05 1.043 1.068 
RZ [rad] 6.663E-05 5.783E-05 5.778E-05 1.152 1.153 

Table 7.8: Displacements due to axial load. 

Both beam models show generally less than 10% difference with the shell model 
regarding displacements due to the axial force.  

Nevertheless, the axial rotation (RX) shows differences of almost 12% between the 
shell and the beam model with coupling terms (the one without coupling terms is 
unable to predict such rotation). This was expected as the value for GJ and hence 
the AT coupled stiffness are not calculated accurately by PreComp for the case with 
webs. The lag-wise rotation (RZ) shows differences of 15%, probably due to 
problems calculating the direct bending stiffness terms with PreComp.  

Horizontal 
Force 1000N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

UX [m] 9.358E-05 8.676E-05 8.668E-05 1.079 1.080 
UY [m] 2.917E-03 2.747E-03 2.747E-03 1.062 1.062 
UZ [m] -2.387E-03 -2.296E-03 -2.285E-03 1.040 1.045 

RX [rad] -2.191E-05 -2.181E-05 -2.207E-05 1.005 0.993 
RY [rad] 1.200E-04 1.149E-04 1.119E-04 1.044 1.073 
RZ [rad] 1.456E-04 1.374E-04 1.372E-04 1.060 1.061 

Table 7.9: Displacements due to horizontal load. 

Displacements due to the horizontal force show less than 10% differences between 
the shell and both beam models. The model including coupling terms shows a better 
agreement with the shell model, especially regarding flapwise bending rotation (RY). 
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This is probably due to the fact that this rotation is partly the result of coupling 
between torsion and flap bending.  

In addition, when compared to previous beam models in Chapters 4 and 5, where C 
was obtained as the point of minimum displacement on the free end of the shell 
model, it can be observed a rather dramatic improvement in the prediction of the 
axial rotation (RX), as already was the case for the blade without webs in Section 
6.4.1. 

Vertical 
Force 100N 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

UX [m] -5.650E-05 -5.470E-05 -5.344E-05 1.033 1.057 
UY [m] -2.387E-03 -2.296E-03 -2.285E-03 1.040 1.045 
UZ [m] 3.880E-02 3.722E-02 3.701E-02 1.043 1.049 

RX [rad] 3.322E-04 3.308E-04 3.318E-04 1.004 1.001 
RY [rad] -1.945E-03 -1.861E-03 -1.815E-03 1.045 1.072 
RZ [rad] -1.194E-04 -1.145E-04 -1.119E-04 1.043 1.067 

Table 7.10: Displacements due to vertical load. 

Results from the shell model for the vertical force case show less than 5% difference 
with the beam model including coupling terms. When compared to the one without 
coupling terms, differences are higher than 5% for bending rotations (RY and RZ) 
and axial translation (UX). These differences suggest that for this case, where the 
transverse force produces a much higher torsion than in the previous load case, the 
effect of coupling of torsion with axial and bending effects plays a greater role (i.e. 
the higher the torsion, the higher the effect of the coupling terms). 
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Figure 7.3: Torsional force deformed shape. 

Torsion 
158Nm 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

UX [m] -1.064E-06 -9.530E-07 -1.699E-14 1.116 - 
UY [m] -3.464E-05 -3.446E-05 -3.487E-05 1.005 0.994 
UZ [m] 5.253E-04 5.226E-04 5.242E-04 1.005 1.002 

RX [rad] 2.207E-04 2.500E-04 2.438E-04 0.883 0.905 
RY [rad] -4.202E-05 -3.484E-05 -4.834E-13 1.206 - 
RZ [rad] -2.360E-06 -1.980E-06 -3.410E-14 1.191 - 

Table 7.11: Displacements due to pure torsional load. 

Axial rotations (RX) due to pure torsional load show around 12% difference between 
the shell and the beam model including coupling terms (less than 10% difference 
when compared to the model without coupling terms). Same difference applies to the 
axial translation (UX). This represents a worsening of the modelling capacities when 
compared to the case without webs in Section 6.4.1, what was expected due to the 
problems for PreComp to compute both GJ and AT for the case with webs.  

Transversal displacements (UY and UZ) should not be compared between the 
different models, as the coordinates of C for each beam model were chosen to match 
those displacements with the shell model (see Section 3.2.2).  
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In addition, the beam model without coupling terms is unable to predict axial 
displacements (UX) and bending rotations (RY and RZ) under pure torsional load, as 
these terms depend exclusively on the inclusion of the coupling terms. The model 
with coupling terms is able to predict the order of magnitude of such rotations 
(differences around 20% with the shell model). Again, especially for a case of pure 
torsional load, it must be remembered the problems of PreComp when modelling the 
torsional stiffness GJ and hence the coupling terms FT and LT which are the ones 
responsible for the afore-compared values. 

7.4.2 Natural Frequencies 

Natural frequencies are obtained for the first eight mode shapes (see Table 7.12). 
Figure 7.4 shows the mode shapes obtained with the ABAQUS shell model. 

      

 

Figure 7.4: Mode shapes obtained with ABAQUS. 

f1 = 0.235 Hz  f2 = 0.887 Hz  

f3 = 1.469 Hz  f4 = 4.084 Hz  

f5 = 5.460 Hz  

f6 = 6.859 Hz  

f7 = 7.920 Hz  f8 = 12.888 Hz  
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 Modes 1, 3, 4, 7 and 8 correspond to mainly flapwise bending. 
 Modes 2 and 5 correspond to mainly lagwise bending. 
 Mode 6 represents the first encountered torsional mode. 

None of the bending modes are purely flapwise or lagwise. In addition, a high degree 
of bending-torsion coupling can already be observed for mode 3 (see Figure 7.5). 

 

Figure 7.5: Mode 3 shape frontal view obtained with ABAQUS showing clockwise 
rotation of the cap from top position (left) to bottom one (right). 

For the beam elements models, the number of elements was progressively increased 
until convergence of results (results included in Table 7.12 are for 500 elements). 

Natural 
Frequnecies 

ABAQUS 
shell model 

Beam Models from PreComp Shell / Beam values 

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

with coupling 
terms 

without 
coupling terms

f1 [Hz] 0.2353 0.2386 0.2377 0.986 0.990 
f2 [Hz] 0.8872 0.9163 0.9163 0.968 0.968 
f3 [Hz] 1.4688 1.4814 1.3008 0.991 1.129 
f4 [Hz] 4.0839 4.0839 3.1257 1.000 1.307 
f5 [Hz] 5.4595 5.7251 5.0814 0.954 1.074 
f6 [Hz] 6.8587 6.4589 5.7243 1.062 1.198 
f7 [Hz] 7.9203 7.9057 6.8610 1.002 1.154 
f8 [Hz] 12.8880 12.6131 7.4128 1.022 1.739 

Table 7.12: Natural frequencies. Values in red provide differences above 5. 
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There is quite a good agreement between the shell and the beam model with 
coupling terms, with differences below 5% for all modes, except for the first torsional 
mode. Due to issues of PreComp for calculating the torsional stiffness GJ when webs 
are present, this is not surprising. However, results are still in good agreement even 
for this mode (around 6% difference).  

An analogous beam model with AT=LT=0, i.e. only the FT coupled term was 
included, was developed obtaining almost identical results to the one with all the 
coupling terms (differences below 1‰ between both beam models. The results are 
not included for clarity). This was expected for same reasons as was for the case 
without webs in Section 6.4.2.  

Hence the FT terms seem to play a major role as can be seen from the differences 
between the shell and the beam model without coupling terms (differences above 
10%, even 70%). 

As a general conclusion, beam elements with coupling terms seem to capture the 
nature of the dynamic problem with higher accuracy than for the static one. Elements 
without coupling terms are unable to capture the dynamic behavior, as these terms 
seem to have a higher effect on the results when compared to the static case 
(especially the FT term).   
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8  
 
Conclusions and Suggestions for 
Further Research 

In this last chapter, a summary of the different conclusions obtained in the previous 
chapters regarding the proposed 3D beam element and PreComp is presented. 

Finally, some suggestions for further research are given. 

8.1 Conclusions 

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a 3D beam element in order to model wind 
turbine blades by considering the coupling effects that may arise when using fiber-
reinforced (FR) materials through the inclusion of the flap-torsion (FT), lag-torsion 
(LT) and axial-torsion (AT) terms in its stiffness matrix.  

Different cases of constant cross-section blades were modelled using the proposed 
element and results (displacements under static loads and natural frequencies) were 
compared with those of analogous shell elements models.  

Cross-sectional properties needed for the beam elements were obtained with the free 
access pre-processor PreComp. Its accuracy was also assessed. 

Chapter 
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8.1.1 Beam Elements 

For cross-sections without webs, beam elements were able to reproduce quite 
accurately both the static and dynamic problems. For FR materials, when no coupling 
terms were considered, results were less accurate, especially the more torsion the 
blade was subjected to. This effect was more evident for natural frequencies, where 
high degree of coupling between bending and torsion was present already from 
mode 3, compared with mode 7 for isotropic materials.  

When considering webs, PreComp cannot accurately calculate torsional related 
constants, resulting in a less accurate description of the static problem, but still a 
reasonable agreement with the shell model was obtained. The dynamic problem was 
modelled with higher accuracy than the static one, being the worst results for highly 
dominated torsional modes. For FR materials, when no coupling terms were 
considered, results were less accurate, especially when high degree of coupling with 
torsion appears, up to the point of being unable to predict the dynamic behaviour.  

As a general conclusion for FR materials, elements with coupling terms seem to 
capture the nature of the dynamic problem with higher accuracy than for the static 
one. In particular, the FT term seems to be the most critical coupling term for the 
studied modes.    

In addition to all the above, due to the use of Hermite interpolation, static results are 
not affected by the number of considered elements, which eliminates convergence 
problems and reduces significantly the computational time. This is not the case for 
the dynamic problem, where the number of elements affects the results. 

8.1.2 PreComp and Shear Center Definition 

When compared to meshed cross-section analyses with ABAQUS for isotropic 
materials, PreComp seems to consider the geometry input file as the mid-surface of 
the wall rather than as the outer surface as stated in its manual. This affects the 
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calculation of axial and bending stiffnesses and mass properties, especially the 
lagwise bending one, due to poor modelling of the trailing edge area. In order to 
account for this effect, the wall thickness around the trailing edge area in the internal 
structure input file should be reduced. 

Nevertheless, the above reduction worsens dramatically the estimation of the 
torsional stiffness GJ, which seems to be quite well estimated with uncorrected 
internal structures when webs are not present. If webs are present, PreComp does 
not consider them for obtaining GJ, resulting in a serious underestimate of this value.    

All of the above suggests that a combination of section properties obtained from both 
analyses with PreComp should be used. In particular, torsional related constants, GJ 
and the coupling terms (AT, LT and FT), are obtained from uncorrected files while all 
other properties are obtained from the corrected ones.  

It has been shown the inability of PreComp to compute the position of C, assigning to 
C the same coordinates as to T for sections without webs. When webs are present, 
PreComp still assigns to C the same position as the one calculated for T without 
webs. 

Due to the existing difficulties for defining C for FR materials, a procedure based on 
comparing transversal displacements between the shell and the beam elements 
models of a selected point under pure torsional load was suggested. This method 
defines the position of C as understood in kinematic equations (2.1) for the beam, 
which is no longer the point of minimum displacement. When compared to isotropic 
beam models where the position of C was obtained as the point of minimum 
displacement on the free end of the shell model, a rather dramatic improvement in 
the prediction of torsional rotations was observed. 

In addition to all the above, bending related properties to be used with the beam 
elements must be obtained at T but PreComp computes these properties at C. 
Nevertheless, values obtained from PreComp were used as if obtained at T as no 
real improvement was found when transforming values to T before input.  

As a general conclusion, even considering its limitations, PreComp still remains a 
free access and fast code to estimate section properties for the beam elements, 
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including coupling terms, and leading to acceptable results once it has been taken 
care of all the above issues. However, inaccuracy in calculating torsional related 
constants when webs are present remains its major drawback. 

8.2 Suggestions for further research 

Results for beam elements have been compared with a shell model throughout the 
thesis, which has also its limitation when modelling the real geometry of the blade or 
even the materials behaviour. Comparison of these numerical results with 
experimental ones would shed much more light on the accuracy of both types of 
modelling. 

Due to greater coupling effects, the CAS arrangement was mainly studied. Other 
arrangements together with different materials should be considered, especially 
those preferred by the wind industry, in order to investigate their possible effects on 
the accuracy of the results. 

Regarding PreComp, further investigation on how it obtains the coupled terms and 
around which point is calculating the bending stiffnesses should be pursued. 
Nevertheless, either an improvement on how PreComp calculates torsional 
properties should be achieved or a more accurate pre-processor used, as this seems 
to be the most dominant limitation for the use of the proposed element at this step of 
development.  
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A  
 
3D Beam Elements MATLAB Scripts 

A.1 Composite 3D Beam Element Stiffness and 
Mass Matrices 

%% 3D BEAM ELEMENT Fiber-Reinforced Materials [ko] and [mo] 
%%  
function [ko,mo]=FR_Beam_Element(EA,EIy,EIyz,EIz,GJ,... 
    FT,LT,AT,m,I1,I2,alpham,yt,zt,yc,zc,yg,zg,a) 
     
%  General Axis: Y-Y,Z-Z (Flap,Lag) 
%  Mass Inertia Principal Axis: 1-1,2-2 
% 
%  INPUT: 
% 
%  Bending stiffness around T (general axis) 
%  Mass inertia aroung G (principal mass inertia axis) 
%  mass inertia principal axes orientation (anticlockwise from ... 
%  reference system YY,ZZ) in deg 
%  Position of T, C and G measured from O in General Axis 
% 
%  Units: m ; N ; kg  
%% 
  
alpham=alpham*pi/180;       % alpham in rad 
  
%  C position in principal axis measured from G 
y1c=(yc-yg)*cos(alpham)+(zc-zg)*sin(alpham); 
z2c=-(yc-yg)*sin(alpham)+(zc-zg)*cos(alpham); 
  
%% Stiffness and Mass Matrix 
  
% Beam element stiffness matrix in local axes [kel] 
% u referred to T and v,w referred to C in general axis 
  
% Beam element mass matrix in local axes [mel] 

Appendix 
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% u referred to G and v,w referred to C in mass inertia principal axes 
  
tk=[1 0 0 0 zt -yt; 0 1 0 -zc 0 0; 0 0 1 yc 0 0;... 
    0 0 0 1 0 0; 0 0 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1]; 
  
Tk= [ tk zeros(6); zeros(6) tk]; 
  
tm=[1 0 0 0 zg -yg; 0 1 0 -zc 0 0; 0 0 1 yc 0 0;... 
    0 0 0 1 0 0; 0 0 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1]; 
  
qm=[1 0 0 0 0 0; 0 cos(alpham) sin(alpham) 0 0 0;... 
    0 -sin(alpham) cos(alpham) 0 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0 0;... 
    0 0 0 0 cos(alpham) sin(alpham); 0 0 0 0 -sin(alpham) cos(alpham)]; 
  
Tm= [ tm zeros(6); zeros(6) tm]; 
Qm=[qm zeros(6); zeros(6) qm]; 
  
kel11=[ EA/a 0 0 AT/a 0 0;... 
        0 12*EIz/a^3 12*EIyz/a^3 0 -6*EIyz/a^2 6*EIz/a^2;... 
        0 12*EIyz/a^3 12*EIy/a^3 0 -6*EIy/a^2 6*EIyz/a^2;... 
        AT/a 0 0 GJ/a FT/a -LT/a;... 
        0 -6*EIyz/a^2 -6*EIy/a^2 FT/a 4*EIy/a -4*EIyz/a;... 
        0 6*EIz/a^2 6*EIyz/a^2 -LT/a -4*EIyz/a 4*EIz/a]; 
kel12=[ -EA/a 0 0 -AT/a 0 0;... 
        0 -12*EIz/a^3 -12*EIyz/a^3 0 -6*EIyz/a^2 6*EIz/a^2;... 
        0 -12*EIyz/a^3 -12*EIy/a^3 0 -6*EIy/a^2 6*EIyz/a^2;... 
        -AT/a 0 0 -GJ/a -FT/a LT/a;... 
        0 6*EIyz/a^2 6*EIy/a^2 -FT/a 2*EIy/a -2*EIyz/a;... 
        0 -6*EIz/a^2 -6*EIyz/a^2 LT/a -2*EIyz/a 2*EIz/a]; 
kel22=[ EA/a 0 0 AT/a 0 0;... 
        0 12*EIz/a^3 12*EIyz/a^3 0 6*EIyz/a^2 -6*EIz/a^2;... 
        0 12*EIyz/a^3 12*EIy/a^3 0 6*EIy/a^2 -6*EIyz/a^2;... 
        AT/a 0 0 GJ/a FT/a -LT/a;... 
        0 6*EIyz/a^2 6*EIy/a^2 FT/a 4*EIy/a -4*EIyz/a;... 
        0 -6*EIz/a^2 -6*EIyz/a^2 -LT/a -4*EIyz/a 4*EIz/a]; 
     
kel  =[kel11 kel12; kel12' kel22]; 
  
rot=I1+I2+((z2c)^2+(y1c)^2)*m; 
matA=[m*a/3 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 (13*a^2*m+42*I2)/35/a 0 7*z2c*m*a/20 0 11*a^2*m/210+I2/10; 
      0 0 (13*a^2*m+42*I1)/35/a -7*y1c*m*a/20 -11*a^2*m/210-I1/10 0; 
      0 7*z2c*m*a/20 -7*y1c*m*a/20 a*rot/3 a^2*y1c*m/20 a^2*z2c*m/20; 
      0 0 -11*a^2*m/210-I1/10 a^2*y1c*m/20 a*(a^2*m+14*I1)/105 0 
      0 11*a^2*m/210+I2/10 0 a^2*z2c*m/20 0 a*(a^2*m+14*I2)/105];  
matB=[m*a/6 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 (9*a^2*m-84*I2)/70/a 0 3*z2c*m*a/20 0 13*a^2*m/420-I2/10; 
      0 0 (9*a^2*m-84*I1)/70/a -3*y1c*m*a/20 -13*a^2*m/420-I1/10 0; 
      0 3*z2c*m*a/20 -3*y1c*m*a/20 a*rot/6 a^2*y1c*m/30 a^2*z2c*m/30; 
      0 0 13*a^2*m/420-I1/10 -a^2*y1c*m/30 -a*(3*a^2*m+14*I1)/420 0 
      0 -13*a^2*m/420+I2/10 0 -a^2*z2c*m/30 0 -a*(3*a^2*m+14*I2)/420]; 
matC=[m*a/3 0 0 0 0 0; 
      0 (13*a^2*m+42*I2)/35/a 0 7*z2c*m*a/20 0 -11*a^2*m/210-I2/10; 
      0 0 (13*a^2*m+42*I1)/35/a -7*y1c*m*a/20 11*a^2*m/210+I1/10 0; 
      0 7*z2c*m*a/20 -7*y1c*m*a/20 a*rot/3 -a^2*y1c*m/20 -a^2*z2c*m/20; 
      0 0 11*a^2*m/210+I1/10 -a^2*y1c*m/20 a*(a^2*m+14*I1)/105 0 
      0 -11*a^2*m/210-I2/10 0 -a^2*z2c*m/20 0 a*(a^2*m+14*I2)/105];    
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mel= [matA matB'; matB matC]; 
  
ko=Tk'*kel*Tk;          % element stiffness matrix for O in general axes 
mo=Tm'*Qm'*mel*Qm*Tm;   % element mass matrix for O in general axes 
end 

A.2 Composite 3D Beam Elements FEM 
Cantilever Beam Application 

%% Composite 3D Beam Elements FEM Cantilever Beam Application 
%%  
%  General Axis: Y-Y,Z-Z (Flap,Lag) 
%  Mass Inertia Principal Axis: 1-1,2-2 
% 
%  INPUT: 
% 
%  Bending stiffness around T (general axis) 
%  Mass inertia aroung G (principal mass inertia axis) 
%  mass inertia principal axes orientation (anticlockwise from ... 
%  reference system YY,ZZ) in deg 
%  Position of T, C and G measured from O in General Axis 
% 
%  Output: displacement for Q (general axis) 
% 
%  Units: m ; N ; kg  
%% 
clear all; close all; 
disp('***********COMPOSITE 3D BEAM ELEMENTS Cantilever Beam**************') 
%% Input Data:  
  
% Section Properties 
  
EA=1.943E+09;             
  
EIy=2.611E+07; 
EIyz=2.129E+07;     
EIz=3.454E+08; 
  
GJ=1.944E+07;               
  
FT=3.4700E+06; 
LT=2.3110E+05; 
AT=2.6390E+05;        
  
% section mass per unit length 
m=1.595E+02; 
  
% mass inertias around G in principal inertia axis 
I1=2.239E+00; 
I2=3.029E+01; 
  
% mass inertia principal axes orientation (anticlockwise from ... 
% reference system YY,ZZ) in deg 
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alpham=3.544;  
  
% Tension Center position (T)   
yt=0.640;                
zt=0.010;                            
  
% Shear Center position (C) 
yc=0.000;                      
zc=-0.019; 
  
%  Gravity Center position (G) 
yg=0.684; 
zg=0.012; 
  
% Geometry 
  
L=30; 
  
nel=input('number of beam elements: '); 
n=nel+1;                                % # nodes 
disp(' ') 
  
%% Input FORCES at free end applied in O in general axis Y-Y,Z-Z: 
  
Fx=0; 
Fy=0;            
Fz=0;         
Mx=158; 
My=0; 
Mz=0; 
  
forces=[Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz]; 
format; 
disp('Applied Forces:') 
disp(' ') 
disp(forces) 
  
%% Stiffness and Mass Matrix 
  
% Topology Matrix 
for i=1:nel 
    for j=1:12 
        edof(i,j)=(i-1)*6+j; 
    end 
end 
  
% Element Length (m) 
a=L/nel; 
  
K=zeros(6*n); 
M=zeros(6*n); 
  
% Beam element stiffness matrix in local axes [kel] 
% u referred to T and v,w referred to C in general axis 
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% Beam element mass matrix in local axes [mel] 
% u referred to G and v,w referred to C in mass inertia principal axes 
  
for i=1:nel 
  
% ko element stiffness matrix for O in general axes 
% mo element mass matrix for O in general axes 
     
[ko,mo]=FR_Beam_Element(EA,EIy,EIyz,EIz,GJ,... 
    FT,LT,AT,m,I1,I2,alpham,yt,zt,yc,zc,yg,zg,a); 
  
% Global Structure stiffness and mass (referred to O in general axis YY,ZZ) 
     K(edof(i,:), edof(i,:))=K(edof(i,:), edof(i,:))+ko; 
     M(edof(i,:), edof(i,:))=M(edof(i,:), edof(i,:))+mo; 
      
 end 
  
%% Force vector F 
F=zeros(6*n,1); 
for i=1:6 
F(6*(n-1)+i,1)=forces(i); 
end 
%% active DOF 
for i=7:6*n 
active_dof(i-6,1)=i; 
end 
%% system solving 
Kred=K(active_dof, active_dof); 
Fred=F(active_dof); 
dred=inv(Kred)*Fred; 
d=zeros(6*n,1); 
d(active_dof)=dred; 
  
Mred=M(active_dof, active_dof); 
  
wn2=eigs(Kred,Mred,10,'SM');    % Eigenvalues problem 
wn=sqrt(wn2);                   % Eigenvalues 
f=wn/2/pi;                      % Natural frequencies 
disp('Natural Frequencies (Hz):') 
disp(' ') 
disp(f) 
  
%% last node displacements of O in general axis YY,ZZ: 
for i=1:6 
do(i)=d(6*n-6+i,1); 
end 
  
% coordinates of point for output (general axis measured from O) 
yq=0; 
zq=0; 
  
Qpos=[yq zq]; 
  
disp('Point for output:') 
disp(' ') 
disp(Qpos) 
  
% last node displacements of Q in general axis YY,ZZ: 
dq(1)=do(1)+zq*do(5)-yq*do(6); 
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dq(2)=do(2)-zq*do(4); 
dq(3)=do(3)+yq*do(4); 
for i=4:6 
    dq(i)=do(i); 
end 
format short e; 
disp('Free end displacements:') 
disp(' ') 
disp(dq') 
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B  
 
PreComp Input Files for Multiple FR 
Materials Blade with Webs 

B.1 Main input file (af8-9composite.pci) 
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B.2 Airfoil data (af8-9.inp) 

 



 B.3. UNCORRECTED CUS INTERNAL STRUCTURE (INT02.INP) 
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B.3 Uncorrected CUS internal structure 
(int02.inp) 
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B.4 Corrected CUS internal structure (int03.inp) 
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 B.5. UNCORRECTED CAS INTERNAL STRUCTURE (INT04.INP) 
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B.5 Uncorrected CAS internal structure (int04.inp) 
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 B.6. CORRECTED CAS INTERNAL STRUCTURE (INT05.INP) 
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B.6 Corrected CAS internal structure (int05.inp) 
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 B.7. MATERIAL DATA (MATERIAL.INP) 
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B.7 Material data (material.inp) 
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